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Attached is the "Audit Policy Interpretive Guidance’ that the ORE-led “Quick Response
Team” (QRT) has developed since issuance of the Audit Policy, formerly known as the policy on
“Incentives for Self-Policing: Discovery, Disclosure, Correction and Prevention of Violations,"60
Fed. Reg. 66706 (December 22, 1995).
As you may recall, we established the QRT to make expeditious, fair, and nationally
consistent recommendations concerning the applicabile of the policy to specific enforcement
cases. This Interpretive Guidance builds upon the July 1994 “Redelegations” effort, which
focused Headquarters’ involvement on case-specific matters raising issues of national significance
e.g., novel interpretations of the Audit Policy). The attached guidance is based upon nationally
significant issues that have confronted the QRT in consulting with Regions on more than two
dozen cases over the past several months. During the process of evaluating these cases, the QRT
has identified numerous interpretive issues that could benefit from further guidance.
This Interpretive Guidance document - presented as a series of generic Questions and
Answers -- is intended to aid both the government and the regulated community in implementing
the Audit Policy. Within the next two weeks, we anticipate that it will be publicly available via
the Internet, at http://es.inel. gov/oeca/epapolguid. html, and through the Audit Policy Docket at
Waterside Mall in Washington D.C. (202-260-7548). The QRT welcomes comment on this
Interpretive Guidance and suggestions for additional interpretive issues that may be appropriate
for resolution in future guidance. As new issues warranting guidance arise, ORE will issue
addenda to this Guidance and will place any such updates in these two locations. We alSO are
working to make all of these items-easily accessible on the Agency’s Local Area Network (LAN)
system and we will apprise you of our progress in that regard.

I very much appreciate the efforts of the Audit Policy QRT in developing this guidance,
and I encourage you to take advantage of the QRT’s extensive experience and expertise in dealing
with Audit Policy issues. As you will note from the membership list attached to the end of the
Interpretive Guidance, the QRT is led by the Office of Regulatory Enforcement and is comprised
of senior staff and managers from all civil enforcement media. the criminal enforcementprogram,
the federal facilities program, the OECA compliance and policy offices, two Regions, and the
Department of Justice. The broad participation on the QRT. its senior level of involvement, and
its intensive effort to resolve these issues swiftly in the attached guidance, all demonstrate the
strong commitment of OECA and the Clinton Administration to ensuring that implementation of
the Audit Policy continues to be an even greater success in the months ahead and beyond.
I encourage you to contact me, or to have your staff contact Gary A. Jonesi (Audit QRT
Chair) at 202-564-4002, if you have any questions regarding this Interpretive Guidance.
Attachment
cc:

OECA Office Directors
ORE Division Directors
Regional Counsel
Regional Enforcement Coordinators
Chief Environmental Enforcement Section, Department of Justice
Deputy & Assistant Chiefs, Environmental Enforcement Section, Department of Justice
Audit Policy Quick Response Team

Explanatory Note
This document was prepared by EPA’s Audit Policy “Quick Response Team” (QRT). The QRT
is chaired by the Office of Regulatory Enforcement, and it is charged with making expeditious,
fair, and nationally consistent recommendations concerning the applicability of the December 22,
1995 policy on “Incentives for Self-Policing: Discovery, Disclosure, Correction and Prevention of
Violations” (referred to in this document as the final Audit Policy) to specific enforcement cases.
A copy of the final Audit Policy is provided as Attachment 1 to this document.
As of the date of this document, the QRT has evaluated more tan two dozen cases for potential
Audit Policy application, most of which have resulted in significant gravity-based penalty
reductions. Attachments 2 and 3 summarize some of those cases in the “Audit Policy Update”
newsletters. During the process of evaluating these cases, the QRT has identified several
interpretive issues that could benefit from further guidance. This interpretive guidance document,
presented as a series of Questions and Answers (Qs and As), is intended to aid in implementation
of the Audit Policy. It includes discussion of many of the most significant issues raised to the
QRT’s attention. The QRT welcomes comment on this document, and on additional interpretive
issues that may be appropriate for resolution in future guidance. A list of QRT members is
presented in Attachment 4.
This document sets forth guidance for the Agency’s use in exercising its enforcement discretion.
It is not final agency action and it does not create any rights, duties, obligations, or defenses,
implied or otherwise, in any third parties.
This document can be found on the Internet at http://es.inel.gov/oeca/epapolguid.html, and in
EPA’s Audit Policy Docket located at the EPA Headquarters Air Docket, at Waterside Mall in
Washington, D.C. (202-260-7548). Revisions or additions to this guidance also will be made
publicly available at these two locations.
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Summary of Questions and Answers
Below is a summary of key points raised in the Interpretive Guidance’s Questions and Answers. Not every rationale,
supporting reference, and subtlety associated with these issues are included in this summary. Readers are advised to
see the full text of the Qs and As immediately following this summary.
1.

Can a violator be deemed to have voluntarily discovered its violations where the violations are discovered
during the conduct of a compliance audit that is required as part of a binding settlement?
Where a violator -- without any legal obligation to do so -- already has committed to conducting a compliance
audit prior to any formal or informal enforcement response ( e.g., complaint filing or other circumstance
described in Section II.D.4. of the policy), an obligation to conduct such an audit with the same material
scope and purpose can be incorporated into a binding settlement with EPA without automatically
disqualifying violations discovered under the audit from obtaining penalty mitigation under the Audit Policy.
(See Question #1 on page 1 for more detailed explanation.)

2.

Can violations identified in a required compliance certification accompanying an initial application for a
Clean Air Act Title V operating permit be eligible for penalty mitigation under the final Audit Policy?
Generally no, because discovery of violations in these circumstances is not considered voluntary in light of
the comprehensive Title V requirements to inquire, analyze, and certify as to compliance when applying for a
permit. Where an applicant can demonstrate that its inquiry exceeded its obligations under 40 C.F.R. § 70.5,
however, EPA may on a case-by-case basis consider the discovery of violations during such an inquiry to be
voluntary and potentially eligible for penalty mitigation under the policy. Where permit application
requirements under other environmental statutes do not impose a similarly comprehensive duty to inquire
about, analyze, and report violations, violations discovered pursuant to such permit application requirements
may qualify as voluntary discovery and, thus, are potentially eligible for Audit Policy penalty mitigation.
(See Question #2 on page 2 for more detailed explanation.)

3.

In order to comply with the prompt disclosure requirement, must an entity planning to perform an audit of
numerous similar facilities send a separate notification to EPA within 10 days of discovering each violation,
or can the violator consolidate its disclosures and submit them to EPA later?
A violator may consolidate its submission of certain information to EPA, but the disclosure of potential
violations still must be made to EPA within 10 days of discovering a violation. Thus, where a violator
discovers a violation at one facility but there is reason to believe that similar violations may have occurred at
other facilities, the potential violations at all facilities must be disclosed to EPA within 10 days of the initial
discovery. At a minimum, such disclosures in these circumstances must contain the identity and location of
all facilities that may raise similar compliance concerns, and a description of the potential violations. The
violator may supplement such disclosures by sending to EPA more detailed consolidated information after the
audit of all facilities has been completed, as long as the audit is concluded within a reasonably expeditious
time. (See Question #3 on page 3 for more detailed explanation.)

4.

Do submissions of information required by law ( e.g., late submittal of an EPCRA reporting form, late
submittal of a Clean Water Act discharge monitoring report) meet the requirements for disclosure under the
final Audit Policy where such submissions are unaccompanied by a written disclosure that a violation has or
may have occurred?
No. Late submission of information required to be submitted by itself is not eligible for penalty mitigation
under the policy. The disclosure must also notify EPA that a violation exists or may exist. (See Question #4
on page 4 for more detailed explanation.)
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5.

Why must disclosures be in writing and to EPA?
This protects both EPA and the submitter by eliminating any uncertainty about the timing and content of the
disclosure, and it expedites EPA’s process of evaluating claims for penalty mitigation. (See Question #5 on
page 5 for more detailed explanation.)

6.

At what point does an entity have to disclose to EPA that a violation “may have occurred?”
The regulated entity must disclose violations when there is an objectively reasonable factual basis for
concluding that violations may have occurred. Where the facts underlying the violation are clear but the
existence of a violation is in doubt due to the possibility of differing interpretations of the law, the regulated
entity should disclose the potential violations. (See Question #6 on page 6 for more detailed explanation.)

7.

If potential violations are disclosed before they occur, are they eligible for penalty reductions under the final
Audit Policy?
Yes, provided the regulated entity uses all best efforts to avoid the violations. The policy is designed to
encourage disclosure as expeditiously as possible. This can be as late as 10 days after discovery that a
violation occurred or may have occurred, or as early as when a compliance problem is identified. Once the
violation actually occurs, EPA may then mitigate any potential penalty. (See Question #7 on page 7 for more
detailed explanation.)

8.

How does EPA determine if disclosed violations are repeated within the 3-year time frame specified in the
final Audit Policy’s repeat violations provision?
The 3-year period begins to run when the government or third party has given the violator notice of a specific
violation (e.g., through a complaint, consent order, notice of violation, receipt of an inspection report, citizen
suit, receipt of penalty mitigation through a compliance assistance project). If the same type of violations or
closely related violations occur at the same facility within three years of such notice, they are repeat violations
and are ineligible for penalty mitigation under the final Audit Policy. (See Question #8 on page 8 for more
detailed explanation.)

9.

Do non-penalty enforcement responses such as notices of violation or warning letters constitute a previous
violation for purposes of the policy’s repeat violations provision?
Generally yes, as long as the notification identifies specific violations and the allegations are not later
withdrawn or defeated. (See Question #9 on page 9 for more detailed explanation.)

10.

In cases where a 75% gravity-based penalty reduction is appropriate under the Audit Policy, can the penalty
be further reduced in consideration of supplemental environmental projects (SEPs), good faith, or other
factors as justice may require?
Yes, as long as such further penalty mitigation is for activities that go beyond the conditions outlined in the
final Audit Policy, and provided that economic benefit of noncompliance is recovered as required by existing
Agency policies. (See Question #10 on page 10 for more detailed explanation.)

11.

Where statute-specific penalty policies provide for different penalty reductions in cases of self-policing or
voluntary disclosure, which policy takes precedence?
The final Audit Policy takes precedence over any other policies that offer penalty reductions for satisfying the
same conditions ( e.g., the voluntary discovery, disclosure, and correction of violations). In most
circumstances, the Audit Policy will offer more generous incentives. (See Question #11 on page 11 for more
detailed explanation.)
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12.

Why is use of the final Audit Policy limited to settlement proceedings rather than being applicable also to
adjudicatory proceedings?
The policy is intended to create incentives for self-policing, prompt disclosure, and expeditious correction in a
manner that most effectively allocates scarce Agency resources. Limiting use of the policy to settlement also
reduces transaction costs for the regulated community. Making it the object of adversarial litigation is
inconsistent with this carefully considered approach to streamlining the enforcement process. (See Question
#12 on page 12 for more detailed explanation.)

13.

Must the specific conditions of the final Audit Policy be met in order to qualify for penalty reductions, or is
consistency with the general thrust of the policy sufficient ( e.g., where disclosure of violations occurs within
30 days but not within the 10-day period specified in the policy)?
The specific conditions must be met. If they are not met, EPA instead will utilize the flexibility provided
under its statute-specific penalty policies to recognize good faith efforts and determine the extent to which
penalty reductions are appropriate. (See Question #13 on page 13 for more detailed explanation.)

14.

Should the government agree to no inspections, fewer inspections or other limits on enforcement authorities
during the time periods in which an audit is being performed?
Although not explicitly addressed in the final Audit Policy, EPA’s longstanding policy is not to agree to limit
its non-penalty enforcement authorities as a provision of settlement or otherwise. While EPA may consider
such a facility to be a lower inspection priority than a facility that is not known to be auditing, whether and
when to conduct an inspection does, and should, remain a matter of Agency discretion. (See Question #14 on
page 14 for more detailed explanation.)

15.

If an owner or operator discovers at its facility a violation that began when the facility was owned and/or
operated by a previous entity, can the subsequent owner/operator receive penalty mitigation under the final
Audit Policy? Can the previous owner/operator also obtain such mitigation?
In both cases, the regulated entity must meet all conditions in the final Audit Policy, including the requirement
for prompt disclosure. If there has been an arm’s length transaction between the entities and they are
considered separate, there may be situations where a subsequent owner/operator can receive penalty
mitigation while the previous owner/operator cannot ( e.g., where the subsequent owner discloses violations
promptly to EPA and the previous owner had not disclosed such violations). Separate entities are considered
independently, and applicability of the policy is based on the merits of each individual entity’s actions. (See
Question #15 on page 15 for more detailed explanation.)

16.

Must all penalty mitigation based upon application of the final Audit Policy be effectuated through one
uniform type of document such as a formal settlement agreement or is there flexibility to use other
mechanisms such as informal letters?
Existing Agency policies determine whether a formal enforcement document such as a consent order is
needed, or whether an informal letter will suffice. Generally, enforceable orders are used unless there is no
pending enforcement action, no penalty, and no outstanding compliance obligations. (See Question #16 on
page 16 for more detailed explanation.)
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#1: Discovery of Violations During Audits Required By Settlements
Q:

Can a violator be deemed to have "voluntarily" discovered its violations, and thus potentially
be eligible for penalty mitigation under the final Audit Policy, where the violations are
discovered during the conduct of a compliance audit that is required as part of a binding
settlement (e.g., in a consent decree or consent agreement)?

A:

Yes, but only under certain circumstances. The final Audit Policy requires discovery of violations to
be voluntary in order to obtain any penalty mitigation, and it defines such voluntariness so as to
exclude situations where the violations are "discovered through a compliance audit required to be
performed by the terms of a consent order or settlement agreement." 60 Fed. Reg. 66706, 66708
(Dec. 22, 1995). This language, however, should not be read in isolation, because doing so would
unduly preclude penalty mitigation under the policy and create a significant disincentive for future
settling parties to bind themselves in settlement documents to doing compliance audits. In the same
section of the final policy, two key goals are expressed: (1) to encourage the conduct of audits; and
(2) to "reward those discoveries that the regulated entity can legitimately attribute to its own
voluntary efforts." Id. at 66708.
Where a violator -- without any legal obligation to do so -- already has committed to conducting a
compliance audit prior to any formal or informal enforcement response ( e.g., complaint filing or
other circumstance described in Section II.D.4. of the policy), an obligation to conduct such an audit
with the same material scope and purpose can be incorporated into a binding settlement with EPA
without automatically disqualifying violations discovered under the audit from obtaining penalty
mitigation under the Audit Policy.1 In such cases, EPA should describe the voluntary nature of the
audit in the settlement document, so that it is distinguishable from other provisions that are not
eligible for penalty mitigation under the policy. By allowing audit provisions in settlements to be
potentially eligible for penalty mitigation in these limited circumstances, EPA is able to shape the
content and timing of audits, ensure their performance through enforceable terms, and more
effectively achieve the goals of the final policy.

1

Where there is any indication that the audit is less than completely voluntary ( e.g.,
the violator committed to doing an audit after some sort of enforcement response as noted
above, where the violator is a small business and received penalty credit under EPA's May
1995 Supplemental Environmental Project (SEP) policy , etc.), the violations discovered as
a result of the audit are not voluntary and are not eligible for penalty mitigation under this
policy.
Audit Policy Interpretive Guidance
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#2: Discovery of Violations Under Clean Air Act Title V Permit Applications
Q:

Can violations or potential violations that are identified in a required compliance certification
accompanying an initial application for a Clean Air Act (CAA) Title V operating permit be
eligible for penalty mitigation under the final Audit policy?

A:

Generally no, because the manner in which such violations are discovered normally will not satisfy
the policy's requirement of “voluntary discovery.” Under the final Audit Policy, the violation must
be “identified voluntarily, and not through a legally mandated monitoring or sampling requirement
prescribed by statute, regulation, permit, judicial or administrative order, or consent agreement.” 60
Fed. Reg. at 66711. The regulations implementing Title V of the CAA require applicants to analyze
comprehensively and describe completely the source’s compliance status, 40 C.F.R. § 70.5(c)(8), and
to include in the required compliance certification a statement that the certification is “based on
information and belief formed after reasonable inquiry.” [Emphasis added] 40 C.F.R. § 70.5(d). The
comprehensive nature of the compliance analysis, together with the specific mandate to conduct an
“inquiry” and submit a compliance certification, imposes an affirmative duty for Title V permit
applicants to review the CAA requirements to which the source is subject, and to determine the
source’s compliance with each requirement. To do so, applicants must find and analyze any
information needed to determine compliance status, including data generated by existing monitoring
and sampling methods. Since an applicant for a Title V air operating permit cannot certify to
compliance or noncompliance without first evaluating all available relevant information to determine
whether violations exist, a CAA Title V permit applicant generally cannot claim that the discovery of
violations or potential violations was voluntary. 2
This does not foreclose the possibility that an entity might be able to demonstrate that its inquiry
exceeded its obligations under § 70.5, but any such claim would have to be reviewed on a case-bycase basis. Moreover, if disclosures of noncompliance occur outside the context of the Title V
permit application process, discovery of such violations may be considered voluntary and eligible for
penalty mitigation under the final Audit Policy (e.g., where both the discovery and disclosure occur
well in advance of, and are not prompted by, the application process). Similarly, disclosures
occurring after the permit application process ( e.g., prior to a permit decision, or after permit
issuance or denial) potentially could involve voluntary discovery, such as where new or previously
unforeseeable violations are discovered and disclosed. Such determinations, however, would be
made on a case-by-case basis.

2

EPA emphasizes that this approach is based on the unique language of the Title V
permit application regulations. Where other statutory permit application programs ( e.g., the RCRA
hazardous waste permit program, the Clean Water Act NPDES permit program, the Clean Air Act
Acid Rain permit program, the Safe Drinking Water Act Underground Injection Control program) do
not impose a similarly comprehensive duty to inquire about, analyze, and report violations at the
permit application stage, violations discovered pursuant to such permit application requirements may
qualify as voluntary discovery and, thus, are potentially eligible for Audit Policy penalty mitigation.
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#3: Consolidation of Similar Disclosures
Q:

In order to comply with the prompt disclosure requirement under the final Audit Policy, must
an entity planning to perform an audit of numerous similar facilities send a separate
notification to EPA within 10 days of discovering each violation, or can the violator
consolidate its disclosures and submit them to EPA later?

A:

Consolidation of disclosures is acceptable in certain circumstances, provided the Audit Policy’s
“prompt disclosure” requirement is met. This provision recognizes EPA’s need to have clear and
timely notice of violations, so that the Agency can respond quickly and appropriately to potential
health or environmental risks and can accurately evaluate a company’s compliance status. 60 Fed.
Reg. at 66708. Prompt disclosure is also evidence of the regulated entity’s good faith in wanting to
achieve or return to compliance as soon as possible. 60 Fed. Reg. at 66708-66709. The policy
requires that disclosure be made within 10 days of discovery that a violation has occurred or may
have occurred, except where an applicable statute or regulation requires reporting in a shorter time
frame. The Agency has the flexibility to accept later disclosures in situations where “reporting within
10 days is not practical because the violation is complex and compliance cannot be determined within
that period,” as long as “the circumstances do not present a serious threat and the regulated entity
meets its burden of showing that the additional time was needed to determine compliance status.” 60
Fed. Reg. at 66708.
EPA encourages the conduct of intensive company-wide or multi-facility audits, and a consolidated
reporting framework may be appropriate in certain circumstances. Specifically, although a
consolidated reporting arrangement may take many forms depending on the duration and scope of the
proposed audit, the audit must be completed expeditiously and the reporting arrangement must
ensure that EPA receives sufficient specific information up front to allow it to respond to any health
or environmental risks that may stem from the violations. At a minimum, this must include the
identity and location of all facilities that may raise similar compliance concerns and a description of
the potential violations. (EPA recognizes that the description of potential violations may be generic
in nature where the numerous facilities being audited conduct similar operations.) Providing this
minimal information within 10 days should not be an undue hardship, and it will be a significant help
to EPA in its efforts to process requests for Audit Policy penalty mitigation in an expeditious
manner.
As long as the initial disclosure contains this minimum information and complies with the time
period set out in the final Audit Policy, the Agency recognizes that the prompt disclosure requirement
can allow for such disclosures to be supplemented at a later time ( e.g., the audit results concerning
the suspected violations can be consolidated into a subsequent submission to EPA). In such cases,
EPA would consider the prompt disclosure requirement to have been met because the timeliness of
disclosure would be based upon the initial submission of information. The Agency notes, however,
that it will consider disclosures to be untimely where factual inferences can be drawn about other
probable violations ( e.g., where the violator's operations and practices are homogeneous in nature) if
the above-mentioned minimum information regarding such violations are not disclosed within the 10day period specified in the final Audit Policy.
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#4: Submitting Information Without Disclosing Specific Violations
Q:

Do submissions of information required by law (e.g., late submittal of an EPCRA
reporting form, late submittal of a Clean Water Act discharge monitoring report)
meet the requirements for disclosure under the final Audit Policy where such
submissions are unaccompanied by a written disclosure that a violation has or may
have occurred?

A:

No. Under the final Audit Policy, an entity must fully disclose that specific violations
occurred or may have occurred, and such disclosure must be made promptly within the
specified time period in order to be eligible for penalty mitigation. 60 Fed. Reg. at 66711.
The conditions of the policy are not fulfilled by the mere disclosure of facts or other
information. The policy’s explicit reference to “specific violations” is meant to require
clear notice to EPA that a compliance problem has occurred or exists, and protects the
regulated entity by eliminating any doubt as to whether a disclosure has been made. Late
submission of required information without any accompanying disclosure concerning the
existence of possible violations does not constitute "full disclosure of a specific violation"
under the Audit Policy. Full disclosure of potential violations is necessary for EPA to get
“clear notice of the violations and the opportunity to respond if necessary, as well as an
accurate picture of a given facility’s compliance record.” 60 Fed. Reg. at 66708. Without
a specific reference to the fact that the information is being submitted late and that it
constitutes or may constitute a violation, EPA will not have clear notice of the potential
violations and its ability to respond to potential threats may be hampered.
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#5: Requirement For Disclosures To Be In Writing and to EPA
Q:

Why must disclosures under the final Audit Policy be in writing and to EPA?

A:

Disclosures under the Audit Policy must be “in writing to EPA,” 60 Fed. Reg. at 66711,
because prompt written disclosure to EPA gives it “clear notice of the violations and the
opportunity to respond if necessary, as well as an accurate picture of a given facility’s
compliance record.” 60 Fed. Reg. at 66708. Also, the policy recognizes that government
resources are limited. It serves the interests of both the disclosing entity and the
government to be absolutely clear about the full character and extent of the disclosure.
Otherwise, unnecessary energy is expended in determining whether an oral disclosure
occurred. Also, requiring disclosures to be in writing and to EPA has the effect of
expediting EPA’s process of evaluating claims for penalty mitigation under the final Audit
Policy. Where EPA receives oral notice of violation from those who would like Audit
Policy penalty mitigation, Agency staff are encouraged to advise the disclosing entity as to
the importance of putting the disclosure in writing.
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#6: Definition Of When A Violation “May Have Occurred”
Q:

At what point does a party have to disclose to EPA that a violation “may have
occurred” in order to qualify for penalty mitigation under the final Audit Policy?

A:

The final Audit Policy requires that a regulated entity fully disclose “a specific violation
within 10 days (or such shorter period provided by law) after it has discovered that the
violation has occurred, or may have occurred, in writing to EPA.” 60 Fed. Reg. at 66711
[emphasis added]. The policy explains that the Agency added the phrase “or may have
occurred” to respond to comments received on the Interim Audit Policy, and to clarify
that where an entity has some doubt about the existence of a violation, the recommended
course is for it to disclose and allow the regulatory authorities to make a definitive
determination about whether the violation occurred. 60 Fed. Reg. at 66709.
The regulated entity should report possible violations to the Agency when there is a
reasonable basis for concluding that the violations have occurred. Two components go
into this analysis: (1) an evaluation of known facts; and (2) application of legal
requirements to such facts. Absolute factual and legal certainty is not necessary in order
to require disclosure under the policy. This is particularly true where there is a reasonable
certainty as to the facts underlying potential violations. For example, if a company
discovers a release violation due to inadequate design of equipment used at one facility
and this same equipment is used at other facilities it owns throughout the country, an
inference can be drawn that other violations may have occurred and the company should
disclose these other possible violations to the Agency at the same time it discloses the
initial violation. Although additional data concerning the other facilities may be disclosed
to EPA more than 10 days later, the initial disclosure should include information as to the
identity, location, and nature of the suspected violations at such other facilities (see
Question and Answer #3 above). In this situation, the company should investigate its
other facilities to verify whether the violations actually occurred, perform any necessary
corrective measures or remediation, and comply with the other criteria articulated in the
Audit Policy in order to receive penalty mitigation for these other violations.
Even where the facts underlying a possible violation are clearly known, there may be some
doubt as to whether such facts give rise to a violation as a matter of law ( e.g., due to
differing legal interpretations). As long as there is an objectively reasonable factual basis
upon which to base a possible violation, disclosure should occur and EPA will make a
definitive determination concerning whether such facts actually present a violation of law.
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#7: Disclosure Before Violations Occur
Q:

If potential violations are disclosed before they occur, are they eligible for penalty
reductions under the final Audit Policy?

A:

Generally yes. For example, if the violations cannot be avoided despite the regulated
entity’s best efforts to comply (e.g., where an upcoming requirement to retrofit a tank
cannot be met due to unforeseeable technological barriers), EPA may mitigate the gravitybased penalty once the violation actually occurs.
The policy requires violators to disclose violations fully and promptly, and it defines such
prompt disclosure generally to require disclosure “within 10 days (or such shorter period
provided by law) after it has discovered that the violation has occurred, or may have
occurred.” 60 Fed. Reg. at 66711. The use of the past tense in this phrase reflects EPA’s
recognition of the most common types of disclosure that occur, i.e., involving past
violations (as opposed to possible future violations). Nevertheless, the essence of this
requirement in the policy is on prompt self-disclosure of compliance deficiencies. The
language requiring disclosure generally “within 10 days” should not be read to preclude
disclosure as early as possible, including before the violation actually has occurred. Once
the violation actually occurs, these violations may be eligible for Audit Policy penalty
mitigation where a violator can establish to EPA’s satisfaction based on objective evidence
that it has employed all best efforts to avoid the violations. By allowing for disclosure as
soon as possible, the policy may even encourage potential violators to work with EPA in a
way that can minimize or eliminate the compliance concern before it actually occurs.
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#8: Determining Whether Repeat Violations Bar Penalty Mitigation
Q:

How does EPA determine if disclosed violations fall within the 3-year time period specified in
the final Audit Policy’s repeat violations provision?

A:

Violations are considered to be repeat violations that are not eligible for penalty mitigation when the
subsequently discovered and disclosed violations are: (1) the same or closely related to the original
violations and have occurred at the same facility within the past three years; or (2) part of a pattern of
federal, State, or local violations by the company's parent organization, if any, within the past five
years. 60 Fed. Reg. at 66712. The purpose of the repeat violations provision in the policy is to
"deter irresponsible behavior and protect the public and environment." 60 Fed. Reg. at 66706. It
also "provides companies with a continuing incentive to prevent violations, without being unfair to
regulated entities responsible for managing hundreds of facilities." 60 Fed. Reg. at 66706.
Two questions must be answered in order to determine whether the violations are repeat violations
ineligible for penalty mitigation under the final Audit Policy: (1) when the 3-year period begins; and
(2) whether the violations which are disclosed, and for which the violator seeks penalty mitigation,
fall within the subsequent 3-year period. As to the first question, the 3-year period begins to run
when the violator first receives notice of the original violations. 3 Such notice can take several forms,
including notification by EPA or a State or local agency through receipt of a judicial or
administrative order, consent agreement or order, complaint, conviction or plea agreement, notice of
violation such as a letter or inspection report, notice during an inspection, or even through a third
party complaint ( e.g., in a citizen suit). A violator also may be put on notice of particular
environmental violations when it obtains penalty mitigation for such violations from EPA, a State, or
a local agency (e.g., under EPA’s Small Business Compliance Incentives policy ). As noted in the
final Audit Policy, these circumstances collectively “identify situations in which the regulated
community has had clear notice of its noncompliance and an opportunity to correct.” 60 Fed. Reg. at
66709. Where a government or third party has given such notice of noncompliance, the same or
closely related violations cannot be repeated within the subsequent 3-year period following such
notice. Thus, the 3-year period begins to run when such clear notice of noncompliance is received, 4
without regard to when the original violations cited in that notice actually occurred.
As to the second question, EPA looks to whether the disclosed violations actually occurred within
the 3-year period following the original notice/mitigation. If the violations occurred within this
period, they would be considered repeat violations and would not be eligible for penalty mitigation
under the policy because corrective measures should have prevented such a recurrence. If, however,
those violations occurred either before the original notice of noncompliance was received by the
violator or after the 3-year period running from the original notice, they would not be considered
repeat violations under the final Audit Policy. Thus, repeat violations are determined by the date
that such subsequent violations occur, without regard to when notice of such subsequent violations
is given to the violator.

3

Typically, the Agency will provide written notice of violations because it recognizes the
significant benefits to providing such notice in writing, including the minimization of uncertainty
concerning when such notice was received and its contents.
4

In determining whether a “pattern of violations” has occurred within the past five years,
notice of earlier violations is less relevant. The inquiry into whether a pattern exists more
appropriately focuses on the dates that all violations actually occurred.
Audit Policy Interpretive Guidance
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#9: Informal Enforcement Responses and Repeat Violations
Q:

Do non-penalty enforcement responses such as notices of violation or warning letters
constitute a previous violation for purposes of the policy's repeat violations
provision?

A:

Generally yes. The repeat violations provision defines such violations to encompass
formal and informal enforcement responses, and nonenforcement responses that result in
penalty mitigation. 60 Fed. Reg. at 66712 (specifically including a reference to any
violation identified in a " . . . notice of violation.") The common theme is that a
government entity has notified the violator that it believes a violation has occurred, and, as
a result, the government reasonably can expect the regulated entity to take whatever steps
are necessary to prevent similar violations.
Notices of violation (NOVs) and warning letters may be worded in many different ways
(e.g., sometimes alleging particular violations and sometimes speaking only generally in
terms of an upcoming need to comply with a new requirement). The title or caption on
such documents is not necessarily dispositive for purposes of the repeat violations
provision. The substance of the NOV, warning letter, or other correspondence -- usually
found in the text of such documents -- determines whether it provides notice of an alleged
violation. If such documents give the regulated entity notice of allegations of specific
deficiencies in compliance and those allegations are not later withdrawn or defeated, any
subsequent violations would be considered repeat violations if they occurred within the
time periods outlined in the final Audit Policy. If, however, the substance of the document
merely provides a prospective statement of new requirements not yet violated ( e.g., in a
compliance assistance guide), the notice or letter would not be considered an enforcement
response for purposes of the repeat violations provision.
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#10: Further Penalty Reductions Beyond The Audit Policy
Q:

In cases where a 75% gravity-based penalty reduction is appropriate under the final
Audit Policy, may the penalty be further reduced in consideration of supplemental
environmental projects (SEPs), good faith, or "other factors as justice may require"
as long as any economic benefit of noncompliance (EBN) is recovered?

A:

Where a 75% gravity-based penalty reduction is appropriate under the final Audit Policy,
further penalty reductions may be obtained for activities that go beyond the specific
conditions required under the final Audit Policy. For example, further reductions
generally may be warranted where a violator agrees to undertake a supplemental
environmental project (SEP) and the project meets the criteria established for SEPs in the
Agency’s SEP Policy. The Audit Policy, however, precludes "additional penalty
mitigation for satisfying the same or similar conditions." 60 Fed. Reg. at 66712. Thus, if
the particular project that the violator proposes to undertake as a SEP must be carried out
in order to receive a penalty reduction under the audit policy, additional credit may not be
given under the SEP Policy. For example, where EPA determines that an audit must be
carried out at a large complex facility in order to prevent a recurrence of violations, SEP
credit may not be provided for conducting this audit. Note, however, that SEP credit
could be provided if EPA determined that such an audit was not necessary to prevent a
recurrence of violations.
Similarly, additional penalty reductions for good faith and "other factors as justice may
require" may be provided only where the specific activities justifying those reductions are
not required in order to receive a 75% penalty reduction under the Audit Policy. Thus, the
prompt disclosure of a violation ordinarily would not qualify a company for additional
good faith penalty reductions since the disclosure clearly is required by the Audit Policy.
On the other hand, a violator that takes steps to correct and remediate a violation in a
manner that is above and beyond the steps normally expected in order to qualify for
mitigation under the Audit Policy (e.g., quicker or more extensive correction) may qualify
for a good faith reduction.
As to economic benefit of noncompliance (EBN), the Audit Policy restates the Agency's
longstanding position that recovery of any significant EBN is important in order to
preserve a level playing field for the regulated community. The Audit Policy does not
revise or modify any other Agency policies (e.g., the SEP Policy) concerning recovery of
EBN.
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#11: Inconsistencies Between Audit Policy and Statute-Specific Penalty Policies
Q:

Where statute-specific penalty policies provide for different penalty reductions in
cases of self-policing or voluntary disclosure, which policy takes precedence?

A:

The final Audit Policy states clearly that it "supersedes any inconsistent provisions in
media-specific penalty or enforcement policies" but that such policies continue to apply
where they are not inconsistent. [Emphasis added] 60 Fed. Reg. at 66712. (If not
inconsistent, the Audit Policy states that such existing EPA enforcement policies continue
to apply in conjunction with the Audit Policy provided that the regulated entity has not
already received penalty mitigation for similar self-policing or voluntary disclosure
activities. 60 Fed. Reg. at 66712.) In most circumstances, the final Audit Policy will
result in a greater penalty mitigation than under any media-specific penalty or enforcement
policy. In such cases, the Audit Policy's greater penalty reductions take precedence.
In some circumstances, however, the Audit Policy may provide for less penalty mitigation
(e.g., 75% penalty reductions where the violations are not discovered through a systematic
discovery, as opposed to potential 80% or greater reductions for such cases under another
penalty policy). Here too, the Audit Policy takes precedence. This is because the Audit
Policy is a more recent and more detailed statement as to the precise national strategy for
providing incentives for self-policing, prompt disclosure, and expeditious correction and
remediation. Therefore, in order to qualify for 75% penalty reductions or greater for
activities related to voluntary discovery, disclosure, and remediation/correction, the Audit
Policy provides a minimum standard of behavior that must be met. 5 As long as the criteria
in the Audit Policy are met, the certainty and national consistency provided by the penalty
reductions in the Audit Policy would apply.

5

For activities unrelated to voluntary discovery, disclosure, and remediation/correction,
additional penalty mitigation is available as described in Question and Answer #10.
Audit Policy Interpretive Guidance
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#12: Applicability of Audit Policy in Litigation
Q:

Why is use of the final Audit Policy limited to settlement proceedings rather than
being applicable also to adjudicatory proceedings?

A:

The final Audit Policy expressly limits its applicability to settlement contexts, and states
that “[i]t is not intended for use in pleading, at hearing, or trial,” 60 Fed. Reg. at 66712,
because the Agency wanted to create these incentives for self-policing, prompt disclosure,
and expeditious correction in a manner that most effectively allocates scarce Agency
resources and reduces transaction costs for the regulated community. Subjecting the
policy to litigation and judicial review is inconsistent with this carefully considered
approach to streamlining the enforcement process. As noted in the final Audit Policy,
EPA intends to apply the policy uniformly in settlements across all of the Agency’s
enforcement programs. However, where enforcement matters are not resolved through
settlement, but instead proceed to litigation, the Audit Policy is not applicable, and any
attempt to apply the policy in such contexts is inappropriate.
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#13: Degree of Conformance to The Audit Policy’s Conditions
Q:

Must the specific conditions of the final Audit Policy be met in order to qualify for
penalty reductions, or is consistency with the general thrust of the policy sufficient
(e.g., where disclosure of violations occurs within 30 days but not within the 10-day
period specified in the policy)?

A:

The specific conditions must be met. Although the final Audit Policy is intended as
guidance, the Summary section states EPA’s intent to apply the policy uniformly across
the Agency’s enforcement programs. 60 Fed. Reg. at 66706. Those who disclose
violations after the policy’s January 22, 1996 effective date have been put on notice as to
the behavior that is expected in order to get penalty reductions. EPA also has the
discretion to apply the policy to disclosures occurring prior to the policy’s effective date.
In such cases, however, if the policy’s conditions have not been met, EPA instead will
utilize the flexibility provided under its statute-specific penalty policies to recognize good
faith efforts and determine the extent to which penalty reductions are appropriate.
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#14: EPA Inspections While Audits Are Being Performed
Q:

Should the government agree to no inspections, fewer inspections, or other limits on
its enforcement authorities during the time periods in which an audit is being
performed?

A:

Although not explicitly addressed in the final Audit Policy, EPA’s longstanding policy is
not to agree to limit its non-penalty enforcement authorities as a provision of settlement or
otherwise. While EPA may consider such a facility to be a lower inspection priority than a
facility that is not known to be auditing, whether and when to conduct an inspection does,
and should, remain a matter of Agency discretion. If the Agency's inspection or other
enforcement authorities were limited, this could compromise the Agency's ability to
respond to citizen complaints or site conditions posing a potentially serious threat to
human health or the environment, or its ability to assure the public as to the compliance
status of a given facility.
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#15: Impact Of Prior Owner or Operator’s Pattern of Violations On Subsequent
Owner/Operator’s Eligibility Under The Audit Policy
Q:

If an owner or operator (“owner/operator”) discovers at its facility a violation that
began when the facility was owned and/or operated by a previous entity, may the
subsequent owner/operator receive penalty mitigation under the final Audit Policy?
May the previous owner/operator also obtain such mitigation?

A:

The subsequent owner/operator may obtain penalty mitigation if it meets all of the policy's
conditions, including prompt disclosure to EPA as soon as it discovers the violation. For
purposes of the final Audit Policy, the previous owner/operator’s actions will not be
imputed to the successor, except where the relationship between the companies makes
imputing such actions appropriate (e.g., where the subsequent owner/operator is a wholly
owned subsidiary of, and controlled by, the previous owner operator). For example, if
there has been an arm’s length transaction between the entities and they are considered
separate (e.g., where the subsequent owner/operator is not considered merely a continuing
enterprise), there may be situations where a subsequent owner/operator may receive
penalty mitigation while the previous owner/operator cannot. One such situation would
be where the previous owner/operator had discovered a violation during the time that it
owned the facility but did not disclose such a violation to EPA. In such a case, the
previous owner would fail to meet the policy's prompt disclosure condition and it would
be ineligible for penalty mitigation under the final Audit Policy. If the subsequent
owner/operator disclosed the violation to EPA promptly after it discovered the violation,
it still could be eligible for penalty mitigation under the Audit Policy. Thus, separate
entities are considered independently, and applicability of the policy is based on the merits
of each individual entity’s actions.
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#16: Resolving Audit Policy Determinations Through Informal Or Formal Means
Q:

Must all penalty mitigation based upon application of the final Audit Policy be
effectuated through one uniform type of document such as a formal settlement
agreement or is there flexibility to use other mechanisms such as informal letters?

A:

Where applicability of the policy arises in the context of settling a pending enforcement
action, the penalty mitigation will be effectuated through the normal process used to settle
pending cases in the various media-specific programs that EPA enforces -- normally
through formal enforceable settlement agreements. 6
Even in enforcement matters that have not yet matured into pending cases ( i.e., before any
complaint is filed), an enforceable order normally is used in order to ensure payment of
any penalties and/or completion of any compliance obligations. This would occur: (1)
when the final Audit Policy would provide for 75% mitigation; (2) if an economic benefit
penalty component was being recovered; or (3) where any compliance measures are
necessary.
EPA specifically stated in the policy that it may require a regulated entity to enter into a
“publicly available written agreement, administrative consent order or judicial consent
decree, particularly where compliance or remedial measures are complex or a lengthy
schedule for attaining and maintaining compliance or remediating harm is required.” 60
Fed. Reg. at 66711. EPA also notes that it may require as a condition of settlement that any
penalty mitigation premised on the final Audit Policy be contingent upon the completeness and
accuracy of the violator's representations.
In the absence of a pending enforcement action, where 100% of the gravity-based penalty
is being waived and there is no economic benefit penalty component and no outstanding
compliance obligations, several of EPA’s media-specific enforcement policies do not
require that resolution of the matter occur through a formal settlement document. The
final Audit Policy applies to enforcement settlements for all the regulatory statutes under
which EPA seeks gravity based penalties. Flexibility is necessary to meet the myriad
settlement conditions that may be employed as part of such settlements and the numerous
objectives to be accomplished. The use of a uniform document for self-disclosure
settlements could hamper the settlement process and may even prevent EPA from meeting
some objectives of the underlying case (e.g., the need to expedite resolution of the case).
Regardless of the approach taken to effectuate such penalty mitigations, EPA will track
this data for purposes of implementing the repeat violations provision and it will
“independently of FOIA, make publicly available any compliance agreements reached
under the policy.” 60 Fed. Reg. 66709.

6

In matters where judicial action is contemplated, EPA consults with the Department
of Justice (DOJ) in the Audit Policy determination. Where judicial actions are
pending, DOJ approves and files formal consent decrees.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY

disclosed and e editiously corrected,
.EPA will not seeTgravity-based (i.e.,
non-economic benefit) penalties and
[FRL-6400-1]
will generally not recommend criminal
Incentives for Seif-Policing: Discovey, prosecution against the regulated entity.
EPA will reduce gravity-based penalties
Disclosure, Correction and Prevention
by 7s% for violations that are
of Violations
voluntarily discovered, and are
AGENCY: Environmental Protection
promptly disclosed and corrected, even
if not found through a formal audit or
Agency (EPA).
due diligence. Finally, the policy
ACTION: Final Policy Statement.
restates EPA’s long-held policy and
SUMMARY: The Environmental Protection practice to refrain from routine requests
for environmental audit reports.
Agency (EPA) today issues its final
The policy includes important
policy to enhance protection of human
safeguards to deter irresponsible
health and the environment by
behavior and protect the public and
encouraging regulated entities to
environment. For example, in addition
voluntarily discover, and disclose and
to prompt disclosure and expeditious
correct violations of environmental
correction, the policy requires
requirements. Incentives include
companies to act to prevent recurrence
eliminating or substantially reducing
me gravity component of civil penalties of the violation and to remedy any
environmental harm which may have
and not recommending cases for
occurred. Repeated violations or those
criminal prosecution where specified
which result in actual harm or may
conditions are met, to those who
present imminent and substantial
voluntarily self-disclose and promptly
endangerment are not eligible for relief
correct violations. The policy also
restates EPA’s long-standing practice of under this policy, and companies will
not requesting voluntary audit reports to not be allowed to gain an economic
trigger enforcement investigations. This advantage over their competitors by
delaying their investment in
policy was developed in close
compliance.
Corporations remain
consultation with the U.S. Department
criminally liable for violations that
of Justice, states, public interest groups
result from conscious disregard of their
and the regulated community, and will
obligations under the law, and
be applied uniformly by the Agency’s
individuals are liable for criminal
enforcement programs.
misconduct.
DATES: This policy is effective Janu@
The issuance of this policy concludes
22,1996.
EPA’s eighteen-month public evaluation
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
of the optimum way to encourage
Additional documentation relating to
voluntary self-policing while preserving
the development of this policy is
fair and effective enforcement. The
contained in the environmental auditing incentives, conditions and exceptions
public docket. Documents from the
announced today reflect thoughtful
docket may be obtained by calling (z02)
suggestions from the Department of
260-7548, requesting an index to docket Justice, state attorneys general and local
#G94-01, and faxing document
prosecutors, state environmental
requests to (202) 2604400. Hours of
agencies, the regulated community, and
“ operation are 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.,
public interest organizations. EPA
Monday through Friday, except legal
believes that it has found a balanced
holidays. .%dditional contacts are Robert and responsible approach, and will
Fentress or Brian Riedel, at (202) 564conduct a study within three years to
4107.
determine the effectiveness of this
policy.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:
B. Public Process
I. Explanation of Policy
One of the Environmental Protection
A. Introduction
Agency’s most important
The Environmental Protection Agency responsibilities is ensuring compliance
today issues its final policy to enhance
with federal laws that protect public
protection of human health and the
health and safeguard the environment.
environment by encouraging regulated
Effective deterrence requires inspecting,
entities to discover voluntarily, disclose, bringing penalty actions and securing
cotrect and prevent violations of federal compliance and remediation of harm.
environmental law. Effective 30 days
But EPA realizes that achieving
horn today, where violations are found
compliance also requires the
through voluntary environmental audits cooperation of thousands of businesses
or efforts that reflect a regulated entity’s and other regulated entities subject to
due diligence, and are promptly
these requirements. Accordingly, in
.

.

.
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May of 1994, the Administrator asked
the Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance (OECA) to
determine whether additional
incentives were needed to encourage
voluntary disclosure and correction of
violations uncovered during
environmental audits.
EPA began its evaluation with a twoday public meeting in July of 1994, in
Washington, D.C., followed by a twoday meeting in San Francisco on
January 19, 199s with stakeholders from .
industry, trade groups, state
environrnenta] commissioners ad
attorneys general, district attorneys,
public interest organizations and
professional environmental auditors.
The Agency also established and
maintained a public docket of testimony
presented at these meetings and all
comment and correspondence
submitted to EPA by outside parties on
this issue.
In addition to considering opinion
and “information from Sta!ceholders, ‘the
Agency examined other federal and
state policies related to self-policing,
self-disclosure and correction. The
Agency also considered relevant surveys
on auditing practices in the private
sector. EPA completed the first stage of
this effort with the announcement of an
interim policy on April 3 of this year,
which defined condition under \vhi&
EPA would reduce civil penalties and
not recommend criminal prosecution for
companies that audited, disclosed, and
corrected violations.
Interested parties were asked to
submit comment on the interim policy
by june 30 of this year (60 FR 16875),
and EPA rec-eived over 300 responses
from a wide variety of private and
public organizations. (Comments on the
interim audit policy are contained in +&e
Auditing Policy Docket, hereinafter,
“Docket”.) Further, the American Bar
Association SONREEL Subcommittee
hosted five days of dialogue with
representatives from the re.slated
industry, states and public interest
organizations in June and September of
this year, which identified options for
strengthening the interim policy. The
.
changes to the interim policv
announced today reflect insight gained
through comments submitted to EP.4,
the ABA dialogue, and the Agency’s
practical experience implementing the
interim policy.
C. Purpose
This policy is designed to encourage
greater compliance with laws and
regulations that protect human health
and the environment. It promotes a
higher standard of self-policing by
waiving gravity-based penalties for

I
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compliance management program that
mets the criteria for due diligence in
and corrected, and whi&! were
;ection B of the policy.
discovered through voluntary audits or
Gravity-based penalties (defined in
compliance management systems that
;ection B of the policy) generally reflect
demonstrate due diligence. To further
promote compliance, the policy reduces he seriousness of the violator’s
gravity-based penalties by 75% for any
)ehavior. EPA has elected to waive such
violation voluntarily discovered and
]enalties for violations discovered
h.rough due diligence or environmental
promptly disclosed and corrected, even
if not found through an audit or
mdits, recognizing that these voluntary
compliance management system.
>fforts play a critical role in protecting
EPA’s enforcement program provides
wnan health and the environment by
a strong incentive for responsible
identifying, correcting and ultimately
behavior by imposing stiff sanctions for
preventing violations. All of the
noncompliance. Enforcement has
conditions set forth in Section D, which
contributed to the dramatic expansion
include prompt disclosure and
of environmental auditing measured in
expeditious correction, must be satisfied
numerous recent surveys. For example,
for gravity-based penalties to be waived.
more than 90% of the corporate
As in the interim policy, EPA reserves
respondents to a 1995 Price-Waterhouse the right to collect any economic benefit
survey who conduct audits said that one that may have been realized as a result
of the reasons they did so was to find
of noncompliance, even where
and correct violations before they were
companies meet all other conditions of
found by government inspectors. (A
the policy. Economic benefit may be
copy of the Price-Waterhouse survey is
waived, however, where the Agency
contained in the Docket as document
determines that it is insignificant.
VIII-A-76.)
After considering public comment,
At the same time, because government
EPA has decided to retain the discretion
resources are limited, maximum
compliance cannot be achieved without to recover economic benefit for two
reasons. First, it provides an incentive
active efforts by the regulated
to comply on time. Taxpayers expect to
community to police themselves. More
than half of the respondents to the same pay interest or a penalty fee if their tax
payments are late; the same principle
1995 Price-Waterhouse survey said that
should apply to corporations that have
they would expand environmental
delayed their investment in compliance.
auditing in exchange for reduced
Second, it is fair because it protects
penalties for violations discovered and
responsible companies from being
corrected. While many companies
undercut by their noncomplying
already audit or have compliance
competitors, thereby preserving a level
management programs, EPA believes
playing field. The concept of recovering
that the incentives offered in this policy
economic benefit was supported in
will improve the fiquency and quality
public comments by many stakeholders,
of these self-monitoring efforts.
including industry representatives (see,
D. Incentives for Sel’’-Policing
e.g., Docket, II-F-39, ~–F-28, and II-F18).
Section C of EPA’s policy identifies
the major incentives that EPA will
Z. 75% Reduction of Gravity
provide to encourage self-policing, selfThe policy appropriately limits the
disclosure, and prompt self-correction.
These include not seeking gravity-based complete waiver of gravity-based civil
penalties to companies that meet the
civil penalties or reducing them by
75%, declining to recommend criminal higher stand~d of environmental
auditing or systematic compliance
prosecution for regulated entities that
management. However, to provide
self-police, and refraining from routine
requests for audits. (As noted in Section additional encouragement for the kind
of self-policing that benefits the public,
C of the policy, EPA has refrained from
gravity-based penalties will be reduced
making routine requests for audit
reports since issuance of its 1986 policy by 75% for a violation that is
on environmental auditing.)
. voluntarily discovered, promptly
disclosed and expeditiously corrected,
1. Eliminating Gravity-Based Penalties
even if it was not found through an
Under Section C(l) of the policy, EPA environmental audit and the company
will not seek gravity-based penalties for cannot document due dilig~nce. EPA
expects that this @ encoqrage violations found through auditing that
companies to come forward and work
are promptly disclose&and mrr&ted.
with the Agency to resolve
Gravity-based enalties will also be
any environmental prchlerns and begin to
waived fm ViOLtiona found thro

violations that are prom tly disclosed

T ~.’ develop ~ eff~ve ~mPh~
documented p-m for *if-Po
where the company can show that it has management program.
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Gravity-based enalties will be
reduced 75%” on ry where the company - .
meets all c~nditions in Sections D(2)
through D(9). EPA has eliminated
language horn the interim policy
indicating that penalties may be
reduced “up to” 75% where “most”
conditions are met, because the Agency
believes that all of the conditions in
D(2) through D(9) are reasonable end
essential to achieving compliance. His .
change also responds to requests for
greater clarity end predictability.
3. No Recommendations for Criminal
Prosecution
EPA has never recommended criminal
prosecution of a regulated entity based
on voluntary disclosure of violatiom
discovered through audits and disclosed
to the government before an
investigation was already under way.
Thus, EPA will not recommend cximinal ~.
\
prosecution for a regulated entity ‘&at
-u-ncovers violations through
environmental audits or due diligence,
promptly discloses and expeditiously
corrects those violations, and meets all
other conditions of Section D of the
poliq.
This policy is limited to good actors,
and therefore has important limitations.
It will not apply, for example, whe=
corporate officials are consciously
involved in or willfully blind to
violations, or conceal or condone
noncompliance. Since the regulate &
entity must satisb all of the conditions
of Section D of the policy, violations
that caused serious harm or which may
pose @rninent and substantial
endangerment to-human health or ‘he
environment are not covered by this
policy. Finally, EPA resemes the fight to
recommend prosecution for the c=iminal
conduct of any cd able individual.
Even where all of the conditions of
this policy are not met, however, it is
important to remember that EP.\ =ay
decline to recommend prosecution of a
company or individual for many o*Aer
reasons under other Agency
enforcement policies. For example, the
Agency may decline to recommend
prosecution where there is no
significant harm or culpability and the
individual or corporate defendant has
coo eratecl fully.
Jhere a company has met the
conditions for avoiding a
recommendation for criminal
prosecution under this policy, it will
not fkce any dvil liability for gra\ity-

based penalties. That is because the
same conditions for discovery,
disclosure, end correction apply in both
cases. This represents a clarification of
the interim policy, not a-substantive
change.
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4. No Routine Requests for Audits - discussed during the ABA dialogue. The

EPA is reaffirming its policy, in effect
since 1986, to refrain from routine
requests for audits. Eighteen months of
public testimony and debate have
produced no evidence that the Agency
has deviated, or should deviate, from
this policy.
If the Agency has independent
evidence of a violation, it may seek
information needed to establish the
extent and nature of the problem and
the degree of culpability. In general,
however, an audit which results in
prompt correction clearly will reduce
liability, not expand it. Furthermore, a
review of the criminal docket did not
reveal a single criminal prosecution for
violations discovered as a result of an
audit self-disclosed to the government.
E. Conditions
Section D describes the nine
conditions that a regulated entity must
meet in order for the Agency not to seek
(or to reduce) gravity-based penalties
under the policy. As explained in the
Summary above, regulated entities that
meet all nine conditions will not face
gravity-based civil penalties, and will
generally not have to fear criminal
prosecution. Where the regulated entity
meets all of the conditions except the
first (D(l)), EPA will reduce gravitybased penalties by 75Y0.

\

I. Discovery of the Violation Through
an Environmental Audit or Due
Diligence
Under Section D(l), the violation
must have been discovered through
either (a) an environmental audit that is
systematic, objective, and periodic as
defined in the 1986 audit policy, or(b)
a documented, systematic procedure or
practice which reflects the regulated
entity’s due diligence in preventing,
detecting, and correcting violations. The
interim policy provided full credit for
any violation found through “voluntary
self-evaluation,” even if the evaluation
did not constitute an audit. Ln order to
receive full credit under the final policy,
any self-evaluation that is not an audit
must be part of a “due diligence”
program. Both “environmental audit”
and “due diligence” are defined in
Section B of the policy.
Where the violation is discovered
through a “systematic procedure or
practice” which is not an audit, the
regulated entity will be asked to
document how its program reflects the
criteria for due diligence as defined in
Section B of the policy. These criteria,
which are adapted from existing codes
of practice such as the 1991 Criminal
Sentencing Guidelines, were fully

criteria are flexible enough to
accommodate different types and sizes
of businesses. The Agency recognizes
that a variety of compliance
management programs may develop
under the due diligence criteria, and
will use its review under this policy to
determine whether basic criteria have
been met.
Compliance management programs
which train and motivate production
staff to prevent, detect and correct
violations on a daily basis are a valuable
complement to periodic auditing. The
policy is responsive to
recommendations received during
public comment and from the ABA
dialoame to give compliance
management efforts which meet the
criteria for due diligence the same
penalty reduction offered for
environmental audits. (See, e.g., II–F–
39, II-E-18, and II-G-18 in the Docket.)
EPA may require as a condition of
penalty mitigation that a description of
the regulated entity’s due diligence
efforts be made publicly available. The
Agency added this provision in
response to suggestions from
environmental groups, and believes that
the availability of such information will
allow the public to judge the adequacy
of compliance management systems,
lead to enhanced compliance, and foster
greater public trust in the integrity of
compliance management systems.
Z. Voluntary Discovery and Prompt
Disclosure
Under Section D(2) of the final policy,
the violation must have been identified
voluntarily, and not through a
monitoring, sampling, or auditing
procedure that is required by statute,
regulation, permit, judicial or
administrative order, or consent
agreement. Section D(4) requires that
disclosure of the violation be prompt
and in writing. To avoid confusion and
respond to state requests for greater
clarity, disclosures under this policy
should be made to EPA. The Agency
will work closely with states in
implementing the policy.
The requirement that discovery of the
violation be voluntary is consistent with
proposed federal and state bills which
would reward those discoveries that the
regulated entity can legitimately
attribute to its own voluntary efforts.
The policy gives three specific
examples of discovery that would not be
voluntary, and therefore would not be
eligible for penalty mitigation:
emissions violations detected through a
required continuous emissions monitor,
violations of NPDES discharge limits
found through prescribed monitoring,

and violations discovered through a
compliance audit required to be
performed by the terms of a consent
order or settlement agreement.
The final policy generally applies to
any violation that is voluntarily
discovered, regardless of whether the
violation is required to be reported. This
definition responds to comments
“pointing out that reporting requirements
are extensive, and that excluding them
from the policy’s scope would severely limit the incentive for self-policing (see,
e.g., 11<48 in tie Docket).
The Agency wishes to emphasize that
the integrity of federal environmental
law depends upon timely and accurate
reporting. The public relies on timely
and accurate reports horn the regulated
community, not only to measure
compliance but to evaluate health or
environmental risk and gauge progress
in reducing pollutant loadings. EPA
expects the policy to encourage the kind
i
of vigorous self-policing that Mill serve
these objectives, and not to provide an
excuse for delayed reporting. Where
violations of reporting requirements are
voluntarily discovered, they must be
promptly reported (as discussed below).
Where a failure to report results in
imminent and substantial endangerment
or serious harm, that violation is not
covered under this policy (see
Condition D(8)). The policy also
requires the regulated entity to prevent
recurrence of the violation, to ensure
that noncompliance with reporting
requirements is not repeated. EPA will
closely scrutinize the effect of the policy
in furthering the public interest in
titnely and accurate reports horn the
re ulated community.
brider Section D(4), disclosure of the
violation should be made within I c
days of its discovery, and in writing to
EPA. Where a statute or regulation
requires reporting be made in less than
10 days, disclosure should be made
within the time limit established by law.
Where reporting within ten days is not
practical because the violation is
complex and compliance cannot be
determined within that period, the
Agency may accept later disclosures if
the circumstances do not present a
serious threat and the regulated entity
meets its burden of showing that the
additional time was needed to
determine compliance status.
This condition recognizes that it is
critical for EPA to get timely reporting
of violations in order that it might have
clear notice of the violations and the
opportunity to respond if necessary, as
well as an accurate picture of a given
facility’s compliance record. Prompt
disclosure is also evidence of the
regulated entity’s good faith in wanting

1.
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to achieve or return to compliance as

soon as possible.
In the final policy, the Agency has
added the words, “or may have
occurred,” to the sentence, “The
regulated entity fully discloses that a
specific violation has occurred, or may
have occurred * * *.” This change,
which was made in response to
comments received, clarifies that where
an entity has some doubt about the
existence of a violation, the
recommended course is for it to disclose
and allow the regulatory authorities to
make a definitive determination.
In general, the Freedom of
Information Act will govern the
Agency’s release of disclosures made
pursuant to this policy. EPAwill,
independently of FOI.A, make publicly
available any compliance agreements
reached under the policy (see Section H
of the policy), as well as descriptions of
due diligence programs submitted under
Section D.1 of the Policy. Any material
claimed to be Confidential Business
Information will be treated in
accordance with EPA regulations at 40
C.F.R. Part 2.
3. Discovery and Disclosure
Independent of Government or Third
Party Plaintiff
Under Section D(3), in order to be
“voluntary”, the violation must be
identified and disclosed by the
regulated entity prior to: the
commencement of a federal state or
local agency inspection, investigation,
or information request; notice of a
citizen suit; legal complaint by a third
p-; the repofig of the violation to
EPA by a “whistleblower” employee;
and imminent discovery of the violation
by a regulatory agency.
This condition means that regulated
entities must have taken the initiative to
find violations and promptly report
them, rather than reacting to knowledge
of a pending enforcement action or
third-party complaint. This concept was
reflected in the i.nteti policy and in
federal and state penalty immunity laws
and did not prove controversial in the
public comment process.
4. Correction and Remediation
Section D(5) ensures that, in order to
receive the penalty mitigation benefits
available under the policy, the regulated
entity not only voluntarily discovers
and promptly discloses a violation, but
expeditiously corrects it, remedies any
harm caused by that violation
(includ.hg respontig to any spill and
-g out any removal or remedial
action required bylaw), end
expeditiously ce~es ti writing to
appropriate state, local and EPA
..
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j[or repeat offenders. Under condition
1D(7), the same or closely-related
1Violation must not have occurred “
1 previously within the past three years at
1 the same facility, or be part of a pattern
(of violations on the regulated entity’s
part over the past five vears. This
provides companies ~~th a continuing
incentive to prevent violations, without
being unfair to regulated entities
responsible for managing hundreds of
facilities. It would be unreasonable to provide unlimited amnestv for repeated
violations of the same req&rement.
The term “violation” includes a~y
violation subject to a federal or state
civil judicial or administrative order,
consent agreement, confliction orplea
agreement. Recogni~ng tiat minor
violations are sometilnes settled without
a formal action in court, the term .21s0
covers any act or omission for lt”hich the
regulated entity has received a pena!t~
“\ .L
reduction in the past. Together, tkese conditions identi~ situations in which
the regulated community has had clear
notice of its noncompliance and an
opportunity to correct.
5. Prevent Recurrence
7. Other Violations Excluded
Under Section D(6), the regulated
Section D(8) makes clear that penalty
entity must agree to take steps to
reductions are not available under this
prevent a recurrence of the violation,
including but not limited to
policy for violations that resulted in
improvements to its environmental
serious actual harm or which may have
presented an irnrninent and substantial
auditing or due diligence efforts. The
endangerment to public health or tie
final policy makes clear that the
environment. Such events indicate a
preventive steps may include
serious failure (or absence) of a self- .
improvements to a regulated entity’s
entionmental auditing or due diligence policing program, which should be
efforts to prevent recurrence of the
designed to prevent such risks, and it
liolation.
would seriously undermine deterrence
In the interim policy, the Agency
to waive penalties for such violations.
required that the entity implement
These exceptions are responsive to
appropriate measures to prevent a
suggestions from public interest
~~~nce
of&e violation, a
.-. —
organizations, as we’~ as ~+&er
requirement that operates prospectively. commenters. (See, e.g., II-F-39 =d IIHowever, a separate condition in the
G-18 in the Docket.)
interim policy also required that the
The final policy also excludes pe~alty
~iolation not indicate “a failure to take
reductions for violations of the specific
appropriate steps to avoid repeat or
terms of any order, consent agreement, .
recurring violations”-a requirement
or plea agreement. (See, II-E-6o in the
Docket.) Once a consent agreement has
that operates retrospectively. In the
been negotiated, there is little incentive
interest of both clarity and fairness, the
Agency has decided for purposes of this to comply if there are no sanctions for
condition to keep the focus prospective violating its specific requirements. The
exclusion in this section applies to
and thus to require only that steps be
violations of the terms of any response,
taken to prevent recurrence of the
violation after it has been disclosed.
removal or remedial action coveredby
a written agreement.
6. No Repeat Violations
8. Cooperation
In response to requests from
commenters (see, e.g., II-F-39 and II-G
Under Section D(9), the regulated
entity must cooperate as required by
18 in the Docket), EPA has established
EPA and provide information necessary
“bright lines” to determine when
to determine the applicability of the
previous violations will bar a regulated
policy. This condition is largely
entity from obtaining relief under this
unchanged horn the interim policy. In
policy. These will help protect the
the final policy, however, the Agency
public and responsible companies by
has added that “coopemtion” includes
ensuring that penalties are not waived

authorities that violations have been
corrected. It also enables EPA to ensure
that the regulated entity will be publicly
accountable for its commitments
through binding wrilten agreements,
orders or consent decrees where
necessary.
The final policy requires the violation
to be corrected within 60 days, or that
the regulated entity provide written
notice where violations may take longer
to correct. EPA recognizes that some
violations can and should be corrected
immediately, while others (e.g., where
capital expenditmes are involved), may
take longer than 60 days to correct. In
dl cases, the regulated entity will be
expected to do its utmost to achieveor
return to compliance as expeditiously as
possible.
Ivhere correction of the violation
depends upon issuance of a permit
w-hich has been applied for but not
issued by federal or state authorities, the
.+gency will, where appropriate, make
reasonable efforts to secure timely
review of the permit.

m
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assistance in determining the facts of
any related violations suggested by the
disclosure, as well as of the disclosed
~ioketion itself. This was added to allow
*he a~ency to obtain information about
Lqy ~~olations indicated by the
disclosure, even where the violation is
not Lnitially identified by the regulated
ez”d!y.
F. O-3-Dosition to Privilege
Tie .\gency remains firmly opposed
to ●&e establishment of a statutory
evidentiary privilege for environmental
aucl:s for the follolring reasons:
1. ?fivilege, b~’ definition, invites
~ec.==v, instead-of the openness needed
,0 hui~d public trust in industry’s ability
to self-police. American law reflects the
L:-.”
-.=- ..2
. CIve that the public places on fair
sc~=ss to the facts. The Supreme Court,
SOY example, has said of privileges that.
.“ ~~~-:~atever their origins, t’nese
excsn;ions to the demand for every
Y.aR:S evidence are not lightly created
no: expansively construed, for they are
in ckogation of the search for truth. ”
Uni:ed States v. Nixon. 418 U.S. 683
(IQT4). Federal courts have
x--a--imously refused to recognize a
?Y-vikge for environmental audits in the
ccln:exl of government investigations.
~?~. ~.g., United States v. Dexter, 132
F.il.3. %, 9-IO (D.Corm. 1990)
(application of a privilege “would
ef~e~ively impede [Ep.\.s] ability to
scioxe the Clean \\’ater Act, and would
be contrary to stated public olicy.”)
- ~iuhteen months have ?
ailed to
g.-=
yotiuce any evidence that a privilege is
-== Lk”
~+. public testimony on the interim
A-”.
pG~iC~ confirmed that EP.% rarely uses
az’=i: reports as evidence. Furthermore,
‘ s“~-,-eys demonstrate that environmental
szdi-tig has expanded rapidly over ~me
DSS:
decade without the stimulus of a
.
yi’,-iiege. Most recently, the 1995 Price
I\-a:e:house survey found that those fe~~’
\AL-:? or mid-sized companies that do
~c~ audit generally. do not perCt3iVe any
need to; concern about conf~dentiality
razked as one of the least important
iac:ms in their decisions.
3..% privilege would invite
defendants to claim as ‘*audit” material
al=ost any evidence the government
needed to establish a violation or
detemnine who was responsible. For
example, most audit privilege bills
~naer consideration in federal and state
legislatures would arguably protect
factual information-such as health
studies or contaminated sediment
data-and not just the conclusions of
the auditors. While the government
might have access to required
monitoring data under the law, as some
industry cornmenters have suggested, a
privilege of that nature would cloak
●

underlying facts needed to determine
whether such data were accurate.
~. An audit privilege would breed
litigation, as both parties struggled to
determine what material fell within its
scope. The problem is compounded by
the lack of any clear national standard
for audits. The “in camera” (i.e., nonpublic) proceedings used to resolve
these disputes under some statutory
schemes w“ould result in a series of
time-consuming, expensive mini-trials.
5. The Agency’s policy eliminates the
need for any privilege as against the
goverment, b~’ reducing civil penalties
and criminal liability for those
con-. pmies that auciit, disclose and
correct violations. The 1995 Price
\Vaterhouse sur~~ey indicated that
companies would expand their auditing
programs in exchange for the kind of
incentives that EP.3 pro~’ides in its
po::cy.
6. Finelly, audit privileges are
strongly opposed by the law
enforcement community, including the
ISatiorm! District Attorneys Association.
as ~i-eil as by public interest groups.
[See. e.g., Docket, II-C-21, IIX-28, IIC–52. ~&10, II-C-25, H-C-3 3, 1~<52. iI--C~.8, and 11+13 through H-G~~.)
G. <~ct o.n States
The final policy reflects EPA’s desire
to develop fair and effective incentives
for self-policing that will have practical
value to states that share responsibility
for enforcing federal environmental
laws. To that end, the Agency has
~ons;~ied
\vith state officials in
. closely
. -1:
L~\-e&~~iilg ;!11s pUILc~$
U‘hAo~&il
h a se~:e~
“
of s?,e,c}al meetings and conference calls
in acmtion to the extensive opportunity
for pu>lic comment. As a result. EPA
believes its final policy is grownded in
common-sense principles that should
pio~e use.til in the development of state
programs and policies.
.% always, states are encouraged to
experiment with different approaches
that do not jeopardize the fundamental
national interest in assuring that
violations of federal law do not threaten
the public health or the environment. or
make it profitable not to comply. The
Agency remains opposed to state
legislation that does not include these
basic protections, and reserves its right
to brhg independent action against
regulated entities for violations of
federal law that threaten human health
or the environrnent,.reflect criminal
conduct or repeated noncompliance, or
allow one company to make a
substantial profit at the expense of its
law-abiding competitors. Where a state
has obtained appropriate sanotions

needed to deter such misconduct, there
is no need for EPA action.
f-f. Scope of Policy
EPA has developed this document as
a policy to guide settlement actions.
EPA employees \vill be expected to
follow this policy, and the Agencv \vill
take steps
. to assure national consktenc\
in application. For example, the Agenc~\\ill make public anv compliance “
agreement; reached-under-this policy,
in order to provide the regulated
community with fair notice of decisions
md greater accountability to affected
communities. Many in the regulated
community recommended that the
.+~encv convert the policy into a
reoula~ion
because tkiev felt it mi~lht
=
ensure greater consist&cy and
predictability. I\’bile EPA is taking stens
to ensure consistency and predicta’oili:?and beiie~-es that it \vill be successful.
tlhe .\gency will consider this issue i=mi
t~-ill provide notice if it determines that
a rulemaking is appropriate.
II. Statement of Policy: Incentives for
Self-Policing
Disco\-e~, Disclos~re. Correction anti
Prel.en tion
-% Pm-pose
This policy is designed to enhance
protection of human health and the
environment by encouraging regulatec
entities to volunta-ilv discover, disclcse.
correct and prevent ~.iolations of feders~
environmental requirements.
B. Definitions
For ~urposes of this policy, the
follo~~”mg definitions apply:
‘“Environmental .\udit” has the
definition given to k in EPA’s 1986
audit policy on environmental auditk; .
i.e., “a systematic, documented,
periodic and objective revie~v by
regulated entities of facility operations
and practices related to meeting
environmental requirements. ”
“Due Diligence” encompasses the
regulated entity’s systematic efforts.
appropriate to the ~ize and nature of its
business, to prevent, detect and correct
~iolations through all of the following:
(a) Compliance policies, standards
and procedures that identify how
employees and agents are to meet the
requirements of laws, regulations,
permits and other sources of authority
for environmental requirements;
(b) Assignment of overall
responsibility for overseeing compliance
with policies, standards, and
procedures, end assignment of specific
responsibility for assuring compliance
at each facility or operation;
e.

‘i
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3. No Criminal Recommendations
(or alternative monitor established in a
permit)
(al EPA will not recommend to
the
-——.where any such monitoring is ~ ~
re~$red~
De-p&rnent of Justice or other
no ations of National Pollutant
prosecuting authority that criminal
Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES)
‘&wges be brought a@nst a regulated
discharge
limits
detected through
entity where EPA determines that all of
re
uired
sampling
or monitoring;
the conditions in Section D are satisfied,
c vio ations
discovered through a
?)
1
so long as the violation does not
compliance audit required to be
demonstrate or involve:
performed by the terms of a consent
(i) a prevalent management
order or settlement agreement.
.
philosophy or practice that concealed or
3.
Prompt
Disclosure
condoned environmental violations; or
[ii) high-level corporate officials’ or
The regulated entity fully discloses a
managers’ conscious involvement in, or specific violation within 10 days (or
willful blindness to, the violations.
such shorter period provided by law)
(b) Whether or not EPA refers the
after it has discovered that the violation
regulated entity for criminal prosecution has occurred, or may have occurred, in
under this section, the Agency reserves
writing to EPA;
the right to recommend prosecution for
the criminal acts of individual managers 4. Discovery and Disclosure
Independent of Government or Third
or employees under existing policies
Party Plaintiff
guiding the exercise of enforcement
discretion.
The violation must also be identified ‘<
and disclosed by the regulated entity
4. hro Routine Request for Audits
prior to:
EPA will riot request or use an
(a) the commencement of a federal,
environmental audit report to iuitiate a
state or local agency inspection or
civil or criminal investigation of the investigation, or the issuance by such
entity. For example, EPA will not
agency of an information request to the
request an environmental audit report in re lated entity;
routine inspections. If the Agency has
~) notice of a citizen suit;
(c) the filing of a complaint by a third
independent reason to believe that a
part ;
violation has occurred, however, EPA
(d~ the reporting of the violation to
may seek any information relevant to
EPA (or other government agency) by a
identifying violations or determining
“whistleblower” employee, rather than
liability or extent of harm.
by one authorized to speak on behalf of
D. Conditions
thyeegulated entity; or
imminent discovery of the
I. Systematic Discovery
violation by a regulatory agency;
The violation was discovered through:
5. Correction fid Remediation
(a) an environmental audit; or
(b) an objective, documented,
The regulated entity corrects the
systematic procedure or practice
violation within 60 days, certifies in
reflecting the regulated entity’s due
writing that violations have been
diligence in preventing, detecting, and
corrected, and takes ap ropriate
correcting violations. The regulated
measures as determineiby EPA to
entity must provide accurate and
remedy any environmental or human
complete documentation to the Agency
harm due to the violation. If more than
as to how it exercises due diligence to
60 days will be needed to correct the prevent, detect and comet violations
violation(s), the regulated entity must so
C Incentives for Self-Policing
according to the criteria for due
noti& EPA in writing before the 60-day
diligence outlined in Section B. EPA
period has passed. Where appropriate,
1. No Gravity-Based Penalties
may require as a condition of penalty
EPA may require that to satis~
Where the regulated entity establishes mitigation that a description of the
conditions 5 and 6, a regulated entity
that it satisfies all of the conditions of
regulated entity’s due diligence efforts
enter into a publicly available written
Section D of the policy, EPA will not
be made publicly available.
agreement, administrative consent order
seek gravity-based penalties for
or judicial consent decree, articularly
2.
Voluntary
Discovery
violations of federal environmental
where compliance or reme &
“al measures
requirements.
-The violation was identified
are complex or a lengthy schedule for
voluntarily, and not through a legally
attaining and maintaining compliance
2. Reduction of Gravity-Based Penalties
mandated monitoring or sampling
or remediating harm is required,
by 75%

(c) Mechanisms for systematically
assuring that compliance policies,
standards and procedures are being
carried out, including monitoring and
auditing systems reasonably designed to
detect and correct violations, periodic
evaluation of the overall performance of
the compliance management system,
and a means for employees or agents to
report violations of environmental
requirements without fear of retaliation;
(d) Efforts to communicate effectively
the regulated entity’s standards and
procedures to all employees and other
agents;
(e) Appropriate incentives to
managers and employees to perform in
accordance with the compliance
policies, standards and procedures,
including consistent enforcement
through appropriate disciplinary
mechanisms; and
(f) Procedures for the prompt and
appropriate correction of any violations,
and any necessary modifications to the
regulated entity’s program to prevent
fkture violations.
‘Zrlvironrnental audit report” means
the analysis, conclusions, and
recommendations resulting from an
environmental audit, but does not
include data obtained in, or testimonial
evidence concerning, the environmental
audit.
“Gravity-based penalties” are that
portion of a penalty over and above the
economic benefit., i.e., the punitive
portion of the penalty, rather then that
portion representing a defendant’s
economic gain horn non-compliance.
(For further discussion of this concept,
see “A Framework for Statute-Specific
Approaches to Penalty Assessments”,
#GM-22, 1980, U.S. EPA General
Enforcement Policy Compendium).
“Regulated entity” means any entity,
including a federal, state or municipal
agency or facility, regulated under
federal environmental laws.

EPA will reduce gravity-based

penalties for violations of federal
environmental requirements by 75% so
Ion as the regulated entity satisfies all
of&e conditions of Sectfon D(2) .
-U9) below.

requirement prescribed by statute,
regulation, permit, judicial or
addnistm tive order, or consent
agreement For example, the policy does
not apply to:
(a) emissions violations detected
through a continuous emissions monitor

. ..”
I

6. Prevent Recurrence

The regulated entity agrees h ~e~fg
to take steps to revent a recurm
the violation, w&ch may include
fm rovements to its environmental
au&ting or due dilfgence effor@

I

.
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7. No Repeat Violations
The specific violation (or closely
related violation) has not occurred
previously within the past three years at
the same facility, or is not part of a
pattern of federal, state or local
violations by the facility’s parent
organization (if any), which have
occurred within the past five years. For
the purposes of this section, a violation
is:
(a) any violation of federal, state or
local environmental law identified in a
judicial or administrative order, consent
agreement or order, complaint, or notice
of violation, conviction or plea
agreement; or
(b) any act or omission for which the
regulated entity has previously received
penalty mitigation horn EPA or a state
or local agency.
8. Other Violations Excluded
The violation is not one which (i)
resulted in serious actual harm, or may
have presented an imminent and
substantial endangerment to, human
health or the environment, or [ii)
violates the specific terms of any
judicial or administrative order, or
consent agreement.
9. Cooperation
The regulated entity cooperates as
requested by EPA and provides such
information as is necessary and
requested by EPA to determine
applicability of this policy. Cooperation
includes, at a minimum, providing all
requested documents and access to
employees and assistance in
investigating the violation, any
noncompliance problems related to the
disclosure, and any environmental
consequences related to the violations.

F. Effect on State Law, Regulation or
Policy
EPA will work closely with states to
encourage their adoption of policies that
reflect the incentives and conditions
outlined in this policy. EPA remains
firmly opposed to statutory
envtionmental audit privileges that
shield evidence of environmental
violations and undermine the public’s
right to know, as well as to blanket
immunities for violations thatrefiect
criminal conduct, present serious
threats or actual harm to health and the
environment, allow noncomplying
companies to gain an economic
advantage over their competitors, or
reflect a repeated failure to comply ~vith
federal law. EPA will work with states
to address any provisions of state audit

Agency’s views as to the proper
allocation of its enforcement resources.
The policy is not final agency action,
and is intended as guidance. It does not
create any rights, duties, obligations, or
defenses, implied or othenl-ise, in any
third parties.
(4) This policy should be used
whenever applicable in settlement
negotiations for both administrative and
civil judicial enforcement actions. It is
not intended for use in pleading, at
hearing or at trial. The policy maybe
applied at EPA’s discretion to the
settlement of administrative and judicial
enforcement actions instituted prior to,
but not yet resolved. as of the effective
date of this policy.
H. Public Accountability

(1) \Vithin 3 years of tie effective dat~
of this policy, EPA ~’;ill canpiete a
study of the effectiveness of the policy
in encouraging:
(a) changes in compliance behavior
within the regulated cGrlmunity,
including improved compliance rates;
(b) prompt disclosure and correction
of violations, including timely and
accurate compliance \\-i& reporting
G. .+pplicability
requirements;
(1) This policy applies to the
(c] corporate compliance programs
assessment of penalties for any
that ae successful in pre.;enting
violations under all of the federal
violations, improving snsironmenta!
environmental statutes that EPA
performance, and pier.oting pub!ic
administers, and supersedes any
disclosure;
inconsistent provisions in media(d) consistency among state prcqym.s
specific penalty or enforcement policies that provide incentives for voluntary
and EPA’s 1986 Environmental
compliance.
Auditing Policy Statement.
EPA will make the study available to
(2) To the extent that existing EPA
the public.
enforcement policies are not
(~) EpA ~vill make
available
inconsistent, they will continue to apply the terms and conditions of any
in conjunction with this policy.
compliance agreement reached under
However, a regulated entity that has
this policy, including the nature of the
E. Economic Benefit
received penalty mitigation for
violation, the remedy, and the schedu!e
satisf@g specific conditions under this for returning to compliance.
EPA will retain its full discretion to
recover any economic benefit gained as “ poticy may not receive additional
I. Effective Date
penalty mitigation for satisfying the
a result of noncompliance to preserve a
same or similar conditions under other
“level playing field” in which violators
This policy is effective January 22,
policies for the same violation(s), nor
do not gain a competitive advantage
1996.
will this policy apply to violations
over regulated entities that do comply.
Dated: December 18,1995.
which have received penalty mitigation
EPA may forgive the entire penalty for
Steven
A. Herman,
under other policies.
violations which meet conditions 1
Assistant
Administrator for Enforcement ant’
(3)
This
policy
sets
forth
factors
for
through 9 in section D and, in the
Compliance Assurance. consideration that will guide the
Agency’s opinion, do not merit any
[FR Dec. 95-31146 Filed 1~-21-95; 8:45 am;
penalty due to the insignificmt amount Agency in the exercise of its
BILLING CODE 6S6040+
prosecutorial discretion. It states the
of any economic benefit.
pl-i~-ilege or immunity laws that are

inconsistent with this policy, and which
may prevent a timely and appropriate
response to significmt environmental
violations. The Agency reserves its right
to take necessary actions to protect
public health or the environment by
enforcing against any violations of
federal law.

p~~licl~
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53 Disclosures
Audit

Policy,

Under
Including

13 Settled Cases
To date, 5 3 c o m p a n i e s h a v e c o m e
forward and disclosed environmental
v i o l a t i o n s to EPA u n d e r t h e i n t e r i m
a n d final Audit/Self–Poli-ci-ng
P o l i c i e s . Of the 5 3 c o m p a n i e s , ,,EP~
h a s s e t t l e d c a s e s w i t h 13.M@mPanieS
and is in the process ~f::ne}go~iati”n’g
t h e r e m a i n i n g cases,:,j:ln::~~e “13
s e t t l e d c a s e s , EPA+~~ltied “’all
p e n a l t i e s agains~ l“~~:~ompanies a n d
f o r 1 .:
g r e a t l y r e d u c e d tk..{penalties
..:,,.

and use of Polychlorinated Biphenyls
(PCBS) contained in business
equipment it purchased. PCBS,
regulated under the Toxic Substances
Control Act, are persistent
bioaccumlators which cause birth
defects, hormonal disruptions, and
possibly cancer in humans and
an$:mals .
Ih’ ~oxrecting the violation, the
,~”onipafiy:p~pp~rly disposed of over 195
~~ g . ‘6ffl:’PC~s:lcbn.tained in 65 large
capacitors” t$fia~~~~re being unsafely
stored. The Atia~’ Rqlicy made it
possible to red~de’’;thk original
.,..p.enalty amount of”’:$15,000 to zero.
. .. . ,. ,.. . .. . .. . . . .. . .
..
..,.. ...*...:..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..
.,,,,,;s:$&,ntial Penalty

Reduction

““%~jj~&i~igan TRI C a s e
“:;%i~~iij~gan m a n u f a c t u r e r tif
P.t+~ti:~#$$lfi;;metal
parts f~x: airplanes
..............
v~ltint”~f~ly d i s c o v e r e d anc$;ki~.~rected
its failure to file Toxic R#’lease
. . . . . . . . . . . (TRI) r,~ports re$qwl+-ed
l;;:IJW&@@;
+;&iXi#lli&ii+
EIWXg.ji&y Plann>pg. $pd
:.. . .. ... .. ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ...,.. .:..:..:. ,.:..:...:..:.,.:.,:...:..:.,.:. :. . . ~.,: : . . .
“~>~~~q@$ty,jR~~&~~*&o-Know
:, .=,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .:, . . . . . . . . .
~j~l~~~~~I,;}~”~port#~~rovide
...........................
. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............ . . .

A~~,~J:~pcRA)
.
.............
infq~rnation

:;.~ti~co~,~hitie<fi~nd
t h e pu~li:c””~.about
..........
:.~tox~.~;~~elease~to
:.
the enviq,o~fient
...
. . .. . . . .
,.::,. wh&#i’ in tu~”~has b e e n an..>tji..etus f o r
+. itiflfistry
..t&j~dramatically “k~.~uce t o x i c
.
{. . . . .ti~~lease.;~<~bq~l,,.,.,.g.omunit:;esand
,. , . ., ,. . ,., . . . . . . . . . . .
,:,:.
.......

j;.@ytia~fi&~”&&~&~~~&~~ight
“&k:know this
.:.:.
. . . .: . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .
~~~&&Jfi&H%tififiW&ti:/Make
dedii~dns
. ..,,.,
. ,. .,. ,. ., ,.,. , ,. ,.,. ., , , ,., ,,,
..,,
,,
.,,
....................................
E7~%~&~&~&&~~lti&~ti”fi’&lr
livesj;a&l;::families.
.:.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .
“:The Aud~t Policy mad:~” it:;;possible to
,.,.,..,,.,,:..,:, , . , ,.,. :.,:..::..,:.
The final xug$$~:fi~policy
was
penalty
reduce Thomsonts or@ba:l
,...,.,.
.,.,., .,:
. . .......
announced on D&Gein&.r
22, 1995 as
from $60,797 to ,#~;O@:.
.,. .,
p a r t o f t h e Clifit@n~A@pinistration’ s
As part of tlw$ &k~tlement, T h o m s o n
Reinvention o f EnV+@nrn@i..tal
performed ati,:S~ppl@mental
...
R e .g u l a t i o n . U n d e r t h e . :...$f~n.a~!l
Environ,~efi”&a~:lE:~:d~ect
(SEP) which
: .: : :. ., :.: : Audit
: :
. . . . . . . . . . ., . .
Policy, EPA will greatl~”’:::z~duce –-;:,,:,.:: ~;:fi::.:in,v~l~ed: th~fi::~eplacement of 2500 lbs.
a Safe w a t e r – b a s e d
a n d m a y waive c o m p l e t e l y -~~~nal~~.es ~!,,,:~~~~.so~tid~ts’’w~th
...
f o r c o m p a n i e s t h a t v o l u n t a r i l y ’ ” ‘“ ~ ~w.eg’se Another required SEP will
disclose and fix violations
eliminate the use of over 7000 lbs.
discovered
through
environmental
per year of other toxic chemicals.
audits or
programs.

compliance

management

Penalty Waiver in M i n n e s o t a PCB
Case
A 48-year-old Minnesota company
that refurbishes business equipment
voluntarily discovered and corrected
violations involving improper storage
April 1996
Vol.1, No.1

P e n a l t y Waiver in 1 1 T e x a s
H a z a r d o u s Waste C a s e s
The remaining settled cases involve
11 Texas companies that operate
facilities in t h e Maquiladora ( U . S .
B o r d e r ) region in M e x i c o . T h e s e
companies had violated the transport
manifest p r o v i s i o n s o f t h e R e s o u r c e ,

c o n s e r v a t i o n , and Recovery A c t
(RCRA), e.g., f a i l u r e t o i n c l u d e
an accurate EPA identifi.cation number
for-the hazardous waste, generator,
or transporter on the manifest forms.
The m a n i f e s t f o r m s a r e c r i t i c a l f o r
tracking hazardous waste to help
e n s u r e i t s p r o p e r tzeatmentt
recycling and disposal and to prevent
uncontrolled release of these
dangerous chemicals which can cause

serious harm to public health and the
environment.
The companies came forward after
EPA Region 6 presented the interim
audit policy at the Reynossa
Maquiladora Association Annual
Environmental Forum in July 199S.
Thereafter EPA waived all Pe@k*k~!s%&
for all of the coWanie~KWW#e~&fi~~,VX#~
audit policy. Normally@o’&t-~ eq+efits”
for these types of ~~,~~~~on:~ range
from $20,000 to $4*@#YW
%.. :$”*

A u d i t Policy,,.D<~~~et Contaiq~@#j#
W e a l t h of,,Infomtion
3?$
EPA estab@i#@@ the Audit p~~.t
Docket to &a&$lnfomtibn .?”
F
the EPA a&&&.Policies and ~$%”.”.”--.t
environm@#Yaudi tin9 P~l_ . . . . . . . . . . ,i,i,Wl
........
available;”-~jp addition to hundreds of
letters ~@~other doc~entsi;wthe~~k::.,..<~:!~~~
Docket c%~,@ins oveq~$~i~o CO~
that ca~%&&obtained##@&
260-7548WM%faxin9 2@&-~~

.:+2x +..
. ....
L

Disclo
contact
Region 1
Region 2
Region 3 (Ulid%@@&lC): 2 1 5 - 5 9 7 - 7 2 6 5
Egg
Region 4 (South$qj% 4 0 4 - 3 4 7 - 3 5 5 5
Region 5
Region 6
Region 7
Region 8 (CO,MT,~,SD,~i
Region 9 (AZ,CA,HI,NV):
Region 10 (AK,ID,OR,WA): 206-553-10733: I\&j;
.........
Audit Policy Update is published

periodically by EPA-OECA to provide
information to the public and regulated
community regarding developments under the
EPA Audit Policy.
Editor: Brian Riedel

E P A to S h o r t l y I s s u e Q&As
EPA plans to issue a Question and
Answer document on the Final
Audit/Self-Policina Policy by the end
of May 1996. Th~O&A documen~~will be
available in the Aud~t Polxcy Docket.
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Enforcement and Compliance Assurance

EPA 300-N-97-00 1

FROM THE ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR:
Elasbro, Inc., El Paso, TX
oluntary auditing programs play an important role in helping
companies
meet
their
obligations
to
comply
with
environmental
law.
v
I kwacare, Inc., McAllen, TX
:sford produc~, Lotiville, KY
V EPA’s Audit Policy, effective in January of 1996, encourages
self-policing by cutting pe&lties for any violations that are discovered,
h Refining Co., Corpus Christi, TX
disclosed and corrected through voluntary audits or compliance management
Ma Electronics, Inc., McAllen, TX
programs. Nor will EPA recommend criminal prosecution of regulated
;netelq Inc., Brownsville, TX
entities in these circumstances, although individuals remain liable for their
rofoam Corp., Utic~ NY
own criminal conduct. The policy includes safeguards to protect the public
Iwestern Machinery, Minneapolis, MN
and the environmen~ excluding violations that may result in serious harm or
Iolta Co., Ramsey, NJ
~ reflect repeated noncompliance or criminal conduct, or allow a company
ton Company, %ephenville, TX
to realize a significant economic gain fkom its noncompliance. (See page 4
?eill Industries, Philadelpl@ PA
for a more complete summary).
board Marine Corp., El Paso, TX
So fhr, 105 companies have disclosed violations under of the policy proving
uk-Mahoning Co., Tu@ OK
that environmental auditing can be encouraged* bltiet ~esties
m Brothers, Inc., El Paso, TX
or audit privileges that would excuse serious misconduct, fkustrate
mens Electromechanical Co., El Paso, TX
enforcement, encourage secrecy, boost litigation, andlor lead to public
qlot Dairy Products, Narnp& ID
distrust. This newsletter is the second in a series of updates on
lbeam-ester Co., Bay Springs, MS
implementation of EPA’s audit policy, and includes information on
mbesm-ester
co., Cousham LA
settlements, interpretive guidance, and similar state policies. A complete
Nxarn-Oster Co., Hattiesburg, MS
copy of the audit policy and copies of settlements discussed below can be
NxxumOster Co., McMinnville, TN
obtained by calling (202) 260-7548 or timing (202) 260-4400 and referencing
nbeam-ester Co., Neosho, MO (2 fiwilities)
docket number C-94-01. For more information, call Brian Riedel, editor oj
Audit Policy Vjdate, at (202) 564-4187.
nbeam-ester Co., Shubatzq MS
nbeam-ester Co., Waynesboro, MS
Steve Hermaw Assistant Administrate
msportation Electronics, El Paso, TX
Office of Edorcement and Compliance Assunuw
tW Vehicle Safety Sy_ McAll~ TX
LW Automotive Products Rernfg., McAlle~ TX
ccor Electronics, Inc., Brownsville, TX
Sompanies Receiving Audit
lomson Saginaw Ball Screw, Saginaw, MI
Policy Reliefi
@ Coqx, Cook Inle$ AK
hadia Polymers, Irongate, VA
Mar Resoumes Inc., La Plata county, m
Uyeska Pipebe, Pruchoe Bay, AK (2 facilities)
ells Mandkturing Co., McAlleu TX
hstin Seul@um, Pharr, TX
meq Inc., Wihningto~ DE
4uto T~ Inc., Brownsville, TX ~
Baldwin Piano & Org~ T~ AR
Breakdown of Settlements by Type
Bortec Industrial hC., El Paso, TX
rRBP Exploration&OK Inc., Port Angeles, WA
CENEX, LaureL MT
Ckmwater Co., Pittsburgh PA
Coilcraf$ Inc., El Paso, TX
Cook Composites & Polymers, N. Kansas City, M(
General Electric Corp., Waterfor4 NY
Gob= S@ems, ~c., Bro-Vfle. Tx
Gouiaton Technologi~ Inc., Monroe, NC
■

.

GE: Curbing Methanol Emissions from
Storage Tanks
General Electric, Inc. voluntarily discovered, disclosed
and correcttd violations of the Clean Air Act (CAA) at
its silicone manufacturing facility in Waterford, New
York. The violations resulted from a lack of proper
pollution control equipment on two methanol storage
tanks. Methanol fumes are a hazardous air pollutant
that contributes to smog and can cause serious health
problems. EPA and the Department of Justice agreed to
waive the substantial “gravity-based” component of the
penalty, which reduced the actual penalty in the case to
$60,684, reflecting the amount of economic benefit the
company gained from noncompliance.

cENEX: Helping Prevent Manufacture of
Unsafe Chemicals
CENE~ Inc., a Montana company, disclosed and corrected
its failure to file reports under the inventory Update Rule
(IUR) of the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). The lUR
requires manufacturers of chemicals listed on EPA’s TSCA
Inventory to report current data on production volume, plant
site and site-limited status. This data forms the basis for
distinguishing which chemicals must undergo a review for .

health and environmental effects. Under the Audit Policy,
EPA mitigated $318,750 which represents 75’?40 of the
unadjusted gravity-based penalty, resulting in a total penalty
of $106,250.

OZARK-MAHONING: Cleaning Up & Reporting
Spill of Ferric Sulfate& Hydrofluoric Acid
This is a great example of what happens when
companies examine their facilities, identlfi
problems, fa them, and let the public know. It
illustrates this Administration’s commitment to
provide incentives for those who perjorm prompt
and responsible environmental audits.”

Penalties were completely waived under the Audit Policy for
t h e Ozark-Mahoning Company which voluntarily
discovered, disclosed and corrected CERCLA and NPDES
reporting violations at its Tuls~ Oklahoma fiwility. The
company had fii.iled to report to the National Response
Center a spill of two CERCLA hazardous substances, ferric
sulfate and hydrofluoric acid, in violation of CERCLA
103(a). The company promptly remediated the spill area and
state authorities verified proper remediation.

Lois Schiffer, Assistant Attorney Genera
Envinmmental and Natural Resources Divisior
Department of Justia

In other violations, the company incorrectly reported pH
values under its NPDES permit on four occasions. High
acidity (pH) levels in waters can have a profoundly harmfid

VASTAR: Cutting CO Emissions
Vastar Resources Inc., a natural gas production company,
voluntarily discovered, disclosed and corrected Clean Air
Act (CAA) violations involving lack of proper pollution
control equipment to limit the emission of carbon monoxide
(CO) at fmilities located on the Southern Ute lndian
Resemation in La Plata County, Colorado. High levels of
CO can cause serious health problems -- especially for young
children, elderly and those with heart and respiratory
ailments. However, EPA does not believe that CO levels
were that high in this case. The company disclosed the
violations after it took over operation of the fhcility nom
another company and conducted a compliance audit. The
company then quickly brought itself into compliance by
installing the proper control equipment, which will reduce
CO emissions by 3,700 tons or 80% per year. Because the
company met all of the conditions of the Audit Policy, the
gravity-based penalty of several hundred thousand dollars
was waived. Under the settlement, the company’s penalty
was limited to $137,949, which represents the economic
benefit the company gained from not initially installing the
proper equipment.
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effect on water quality and ecosystems. Accurate reporting
of pH levels is critical for monitoring and maintaining water
quality and ecosystems. Because the company met all of the
Policy conditions and did not gain economically from the
CERCLA and NPDES violations, the penalties were reduced
to zero. Ordinarily the penalties for these types would have
been approximately $8,250 for the CERCLA violation and

$40,000 ($10,000 maximum for each) for the four NPDES
violations.
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PRAISE for EPA ‘S POLICY

:

v*●

$ “It is an excellent policy which worked as intended in our case. $*

: Compliance ~“th the terms of the policy results in penaly
*●
“ elimination or rnitt”gata”on. T?iis encourages proacn”ve
m“
a
: envz”ronmentally responsible behavior by companies Oying to do )
●
~ the n“ght thing in terms of complying ~“th our nations
●Q●
●O environmental laws. ”
■
Peter
J.
Platzcr
‘p
w
v*●

} “It /7he
●
●

.

Presiden4 Midwestern Machinery G., Inc :

a“

Audit Policy] worked quite wellfor us. ”

r

Rosa ~i~o ~

1

hudit/Disclosure Can Affect Decision to Prosecute
4t least three companies have not been charged with an

mvironmental crime due .to their voluntary disclosure of
violations uncovered in an audit or internal investigation and
their cooperation in the investigation and prosecution of
subsidiary corporations or culpable individuals. While EPA
has not formally invoked the 1995 Audit Policy in these
cases, the decision not to charge them criminally stemmed
fkom the same considerations now expressly set forth in the
Audit Policy.
For example, in one such case, on February 7, 1996, the
United States Department of Justice announced that Chiquita
Brax@ International was not prosecuted due to its voluntary
disclosure that its subsidiary, John Morrell and Company,
had illegally dumped slaughterhouse waste into the Big
Sioux River in Sioux Falls, South Dakota for years and had
deliberately submitted false discharge monitoring reports to
conceal its crimes. John Morrell and Company and several
of Morrell’s corporate officials now stand convicted of
conspiracy and various Clean Water Act felonies, but the
government declined to prosecute Chiqui~ citing the parent
company’s voluntary disclosure and cooperation as the prime
fitctors. The Of&e of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics, and
Training is establishing a process whereby criminal
enforcement consideration of the Audit Policy will be made
by a committee at the headquarters level. For questions
regarding application of the Audit Policy in the criminal
context, contact Michael Penders at (202) 564-2480.
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Audit Policy Interpretive Guidance Released
The Agency’s Audit Policy Quick Response Team

/ (QRT) has completed work on the Audit Policy

Interpretive Guidance which addresses 16 issues arrising

under the Policy. The Guidance, covers such issues as:
● When

Repeat Violations Bar Penalty Mitigation
. When a Violation “May Have Been Discovered”
. Discovery of Violations Under CAA Title V
Permit Applications
. Discovery of Violations During Audits Required
by Settlements

The Interpretive Guidance is in the Audit Policy Docket
and available on the OECA Home Page at:

http: //es. inel.gov/oeca/epapolguid.html
The QRT was formed to expeditiously, fairly, and
consistently resolve nationally significant issues involving
application of the Audit Policy in specific cases. Each major
media enforcement program, the Department of Justice and
EPA Regions are represented on the QRT, which is chaired
by the Office of Regulatory Enforcement within EPA’s
Oilice of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance (OECA).
For more information on the Guidance, call Gary Jonesi at
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Florida and California Adopt Policies Similar to Audit Policy
U.S. EPA Regional Mmh&mto r John FL Hankinson, Jr., in a letter dated September 26, 1996, applauded the state of Florida
for adopting a policy modeled on EPA’s. Mr. Hankinson reassured Virginia Wetherell, Secretary of the Florida Department
of Environmental Protection (DEP) that, “EPA would cooperate closely with Florida by eliminating duplicative reporting or
burdensome paperwork.” Hankinson said, ‘~w’le see no need for any additional administrative or bureaucratic processes that
may burden Florida’s ability to carry out its environmental programs.”
“Iam verypleased the EPA b working with the Department to streamline the procedure and reduce the amount ofpaperwork
reqd?edof regulated interesti who &sire to take advantage ofEPA5 and DEP’k se~-auditpolicies. This determination by EPA
is a signljicant addition to the incentiva we have idkntiijiedfor regulated interests to establish a self-audit program. The policy
is goodfor business and goodfor the environment and oflers an excellent opportunity for EPA, DEP and regulated interests
to work in partnership toward mutually beneficial goals. ”
V@inia B. Wethemll

scoretary,

Florida DEP

A copy of the letter is available in the Audit Policy Docket. For further information about the Florida DEP Directive on

Incentives for Self-Evaluatio~ contact Molly Palmer at (206) 553-6521. The California EPA also has recently adopted an audit
policy similar to the U.S. EPA Audit Policy. For fbrther information about the Cal EPA Policy on Incentives for SelfEvaluation, contact Gerald Johnston at (9 16) 322-7310.
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Settled Audit Policy Case/Matter Documents
Contained in Audit Policy Docket
The Audit Policy Docket contains document related-to cases
and matters settled under the Audit Policy to date. Examples
of documents include disclosure letters, EPA responses,
Consent Agreements and Consent Orders, and letters of
intent not to enforce. In addition, the Docket contains
hundreds of other documents, such as the new Interpretive
Guidance, and comments and letters related to the Policy and
environmental auditing. The Docket is accessible by calling
(202) 260-7548 or f=ing (202) 260-4400 and referencing
docket number C-94-01.

Other Self-Disclosure Programs
The EPA Audit Policy is but one example of how compliance
incentives have encouraged companies to disclose and
correct violations without providing blanket amnesties. Other

Summarv of Audit Policv
Voluntary audit programs play an important role in helping
-es meet theti obligation to comply with environmental
laws. EPA’s audit policy, effective in January of 1996, will
greatly reduce and sometimes eliminate penalties for
companies that discover, disclose and correct violations
through voluntary audits or compliance management programs,
while including safeguards to protect the public and the
environment from the most serious violations.

examples include the TSCA Compliance Audit Program
(CAP) and EPA Region 7’s Subpart 000 (Clean Air ACL
testing and reporting) voluntary Compliance Program.

Under CAP, about 125 companies disclosed approximately
11,000 “substantial risk” TSCA section 8(e) reports in
exchange for reduced penalties and an overall penalty cap of
$1 million per company. Under the Subpart 000 program, 52
nonmetallic mineral processing companies in Missouri selfdisclosed violations of air emission (NSPS) reporting ador
testing requirements in exchange for dramatically reduced ~
penalties. In both programs, participants paid the economic
benefit they gained Ikom noncompliance. For more
information about the TSCA CAP, call Caroline Abeam at
(202) 564-4163, or about the subpart 000 program, call
Becky Dolph, at (913) 551-7281.
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WHO TO GIMLs
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Regulated: entities ‘&at wish. to @ce
advantage:@f the Po@y should fq-or,send
.1 wiitten di@osure to~~e appropriate EPA’ Regio@al
tintact
,. listed below. Not$&the @tin disclosure muk
)e made within 10 days”of the yio~tion’s discove&: ‘‘-”

~ The Policy requires companies to:
promptly disclose and correct violations,
prevent recurrence of the violation, and
remedy any environmental harm.
-

The

po~ic~ excludes:
repeated violations,
violations that result in serious actual harm, and
violations that may present an imminent and
substantial endangerment.

Corporations remain criminally liable for violations resulting
from willfhi or conscious avoidance of their legal duties, and
individuals remain liable for criminal wrongdoing. EPA
retains discretion to recover the economic benefit gained as a
result of noncompliance, so that companies will not be able to
obtain an economic advantage over their competitors by
delaying investment in compliance. Companies that do not
discover violations through an auditor CMS, yet meet ail of
the other Policy conditions, will receive 75% mitigation of
gravity-based penalties.
The Final Audit/Self-Policing policy was published in the
Fe&ml Regisferon December ~ 1996 (60 FR 66706). It took
effbct on Januaxy ~ 1996. For fhrther infonnatio~ contact the
Audit Policy Docket or call 202-564-4187.
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kgion 4 (AL,FL,G&Y,MS,NC,SC,TN), ““” : “~~
B i l l Anders&: 404-56209655J9663 : . ‘ ~ - ~
:
Re@on 5 (lLIN,MU@OWW, T* Hyde: ~
.
312-886-9296/353-1120 “ ;’. ~
~@On 6 (@@NM@JQ~,
~
. . . Bt&ara Gree&eld”
..
!14-665-2210/7446
.,--:’
:;
,“
,.
Region 7 (IA@3,M0,NE), Becky Dolph
913-551-728117925

Region 8 (CO,MT,ND,SD,UT,W), Michael Risner
303-3 12-6890/6953
Region 9 (AZ,C&HIJW), Leslie Guinan:
415-744-1339
Region 10 (~ID,O~WA), J~kson Fox
206-553-1073/0163
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Audit Policy Quick Response Team” (QRT)
Gary Jonesi, Chair (Office of Regulatory Enforcement (ORE), OECA)
Brian Riedel, Vice Chair (Office of Planning and Policy Analysis, OECA)
Michael Penders (Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics, and Training, OECA)
Mark Garvey (Toxics and Pesticides Enforcement Division, ORE, OECA)
Nadine Steinberg (Water Enforcement Division, ORE, OECA)
Leslie Oif (Air Enforcement Division, ORE, OECA)
Caroline Makepeace (Multimedia Enforcement Division, ORE, OECA)
Joan Olmstead (RCRA Enforcement Division, ORE, OECA)
Mimi Guernica (Office of Compliance, OECA)
Jean Rice (Federal Facilities Enforcement Office, OECA)
Joel Blumstein (Office of Environmental Stewardship, EPA Region I)
Bertram Frey (Office of Regional Counsel, EPA Region V)
Karen Dworkin (Environmental Enforcement Section, U .S. Department of Justice)

